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Director’s Welcome
We have come a long way since 1991, when the Photonics Research Group
was founded, and even since 2011, when AiPT was established, to where
we are now. We have grown and matured, haven’t we? It is interesting
what will become of this place and our institute in 20 years’ time. However,
an even more important question is: what is next for AiPT? The period of
“Sturm und Drang” for AiPT, when we tried to explore the limits of our
possible growth, and we tripled our scale, came to an end. That was fun,
but we always knew we cannot grow infinitely. Optimal scale in nature
(some call it size) is important for survival and the joy of living. On the one
hand, it is important to have a critical mass to be able to do things; on the
other hand, as we know from physics, it is harder to make large objects
be coherent. Large objects are more prone to various instabilities. Large
objects are more likely to lose inter-coherence and flexibility, an ability
to adapt to a changing environment. “Dinosaurs got it wrong”. We enter
a new period for AiPT, where we will see if we can operate sustainably
at this level - let me call it: Lagom time. This is a Swedish word for not
too big, not too small (not sure where I got it from, perhaps too many
Viking series during lockdown). Our Swedish friends and collaborators
might correct me, if they will ever read this column, but I think that Lagom
means just the right amount, something in balance, suitable.
We are at the scale now, where in the world our impact is noticeable, but we can still solve most
management problems by relatively simple means. However, we certainly need to make management
more professional and less based on enthusiasm. You will decide for yourself if the statement of being
noticeable is correct, but let me briefly mention just two points: we run, at the moment I am writing
this, more than 65 research and industrial, national and international projects worth around £45m (with
about £30m awarded to Aston University) – this is quite a number for less than 20 PIs. We coordinate
eight Innovative Training Networks – just three less than the CNRS, France (with approximately 15,000
reserachers) – this seems noticeable to me. We evolved from being a purely research unit to being
responsible for the delivery of three Erasmus Mundus Joint Master Degree programmes SMARTNET,
PIXNET and EMIMEO. Combined with the cohort-based PhD training networks we coordinate, and
more than 30 Marie Skłodowska-Curie (MSC) fellowships we have been awarded in the past seven
years, and the coordination of the MSC Actions training programme COFUND MUTIPLY with 50

partners worldwide, AiPT certainly has become a noticeable centre for education and training in
photonics. In the past three years, our bright, younger researchers have been awarded three The
Royal Academy of Engineering fellowships – Maria Chernysheva, Mariia Sorokina, and the third will be
revealed when this report is published and the embargo on making the announcement will be lifted.
Mariia Sorokina did not stop and won, in the same year, the Royal Academy of Engineering Young
Engineer award.

We are at the scale now where
our impact is noticeable.
It is not easy to keep the same enthusiasm when undertaking the same challenges. We try to find
some balance, by venturing into new areas. In AiPT, we have recently begun a new endeavour –
research on applications of photonics in food industry and agri-tech. I hope we will adjust to this
new stage and will demonstrate sustainability of our model. I am elated that AiPT has so many
bright and creative people, from MSc students
to professors. We are open to all and have a
great diversity of people from around the world
in AiPT that makes us stronger. I am still, and
even more so nowadays, sure that a creative
and attractive atmosphere is the key to our
success, and if we are able to preserve it, we
will remain successful. I also hope that AiPT
will continue to be known for generating new
ideas and concepts, and that our research will
be balanced between practically important
projects and impact and blue sky science.
In the world of the photonics scene, we are
not too big, not too small, just the right scale
to do great things. Let’s aspire to keep all in
balance, and I hope we will enjoy the AiPT
Lagom period.
Prof. Sergei K. Turitsyn,
Director of Aston Institute of Photonic Technologies
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Academic Staff :

Research Staff:

Prof. Sergei K. Turitsyn
Prof. Keith Blow
Prof. Nick Doran
Prof. Andrew Ellis
Prof. Wladek Forysiak
Prof. Kate Sugden
Prof. Misha Sumetsky
Prof. Edik Rafailov
Prof. David Webb
Prof. Lin Zhang
Assoc. Prof. Sergey Sergeyev
Dr. Natalia Bazieva
Dr. Sonia Boscolo
Dr. Paul Harper
Dr. Vladimir Mezentsev
Dr. Richard Nock
Dr. Ian Phillips
Dr. Alex Rozhin
Dr. Stylianos Sygletos
Dr. Elena Turitsyna
Dr. Petro Lutsyk
Dr. John Williams
Dr. Kaiming Zhou
Dr. Xuewen Shu

Dr. Payal Baheti
Dr. Benton David
Dr. Florent Bessin
Dr. Nikolay Chichkov
Dr. Raghavan ChinnambeduMurugesan
Dr. Manuel Crespo
Dr. Ricardo Da-Silva
Dr. Della-Gala Marco
Dr. Vladislav Dvoyrin
Dr. Adenowo Gbadebo
Dr. Vladimir Gordienko
Dr. Tatjana Gric
Dr. Daniel Hill
Dr. Zhijia Hu
Dr. Asif Md Iqbal
Dr. Morteza Kamalian Kopae
Dr. Hani Kbashi
Dr. Oleksandr Kotlyar
Dr. Lukasz Krzczanowicz
Dr. Siarhei Kurylchyk
Dr. Egor Manuylovich
Dr. Nand Kishor Meena
Dr. Muhidin Mohamed
Dr. Thanh Tu Nguyen
Dr. Vladimir Osipov
Dr. Maryna Pankratova
Dr. Auro Perego
Dr. Yaroslav Prylepskiy

Dr. Vitor Manuel Costa Ribeiro
Dr. Vishal Sharma
Dr. Semen Smirnov
Dr. Sergei Sokolovsky
Dr. Mariia Sorokina
Dr. Lucas Souza
Dr. Srikanth Sugavanam
Dr. Aaron Szabo
Dr. Mingming Tan
Dr. Nikita Toropov
Dr. Amit Yadav
Dr. Yong Yang
Dr. Hongwei Yin
Dr. Marina Zajnulina
Dr. Tingting Zhang
Dr. Feng Wen

Research Students:

Professional Staff:

Mr. Abdallah A.I.Ali
Mr. Mike Anderson
Mr. Nasir Garba Bello
Ms. Peiyun Cheng
Mr. Aleksandr Donodin
Mr. Pedro Freire
Ms. Gabriella Gardosi
Ms. Chandra Gaur
Mr. Pratim Hazarika
Mr. Mohammad Hosseini
Mr. Mohammad Al Khateeb
Mr. Igor Kudelin
Ms. Yang Lu
Mr. Vladislav Neskorniuk
Ms. Karina Nurlybayeva
Ms. Ray Paulami
Ms. Namita Sahoo
Mr. Pavel Skvortcov
Mr. Victor Vassiliev
Ms. Anastasiia Vasylchenkova
Mr. Mahmood Abu Romoh
Mr. Sajid Zaki
Ms. Marie Zandi

Dr. Kirill Tokmakov
Dr. Valentina Barker
Dr. Martina Pasini
Dr. Felicita Tramontana
Ms. Swaroopa Mucheli-sudhakar
Ms. Christiane Doering-Saad
Ms. Gosia Dzierdzikowska
Ms. Tetyana Gordienko
Mr. Martin Grant
Ms. Tatiana Kilina
Ms. Adriana Svetozarova
Ms. Janet Hull
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Dr. Petro Lutsyk

Dr. Srikanth Sugavanam

Petro completed his PhD at the Institute of Physics, National Academy of
Sciences of Ukraine (2008, Kyiv), and before joining the AiPT in 2015 he
contributed to several research projects (INTAS, FP-6, NATO Science for
Peace and Security), working in Poland, Italy, and the UK.
Participation in the above diverse projects allowed him to gain broad experience in design, fabrication
and characterisation of novel elements in all-organic and hybrid (organic-inorganic) electronics,
photovoltaics, optoelectronic switching, devices driven via photochromic reaction, nano-photonic
sensors and application of nano-carbons [1-3]. The diversity of Petro’s research is evidenced by
42 peer-reviewed scientific articles in high-quality international journals, among them key paper
published by Nature Publishing Group (Light: Science & Applications) [2].
Completing Marie Curie Individual Fellowship in the AiPT (FOC4SIP, Horizon-2020, 2015 – 17) allowed
him to demonstrate research excellence, strategic vision, and ability for setting the research agenda
with close industrial collaborations with Edinburgh Instruments Ltd. FOC4SIP project was focused
on the development of new organic macromolecular complexes, such as carbon nanomaterials
functionalised by organic molecules, for rapid detection of hazardous industrial polluters. As an
outcome of the project, he characterised and optimised a range of novel organic molecules and thinfilm micro-size sensor structures for efficient detection amines, metal ions and carbon nanotubes.
Overall, Petro’s research knowledge and expertise is highly multidisciplinary, expanding the areas of
physics, optoelectronics, materials science, chemistry, sensors and nanotechnology with international

networking and academia-industry collaboration experience. All this helped him to establish broad
independent research collaborations around the globe.
As a recently-appointed Lecturer at Aston University (2018), Petro’s current research is focused on
application of nanomaterials in electronics (nanoelectronics), photonics, sensing and biomedical
sciences. His scientific background and current research interests embrace broad areas of nanoscale device engineering with use of nanotechnology and advanced materials science. In 2020,
Petro has been awarded a Royal Society Research Grant providing ‘seed corn’ funding to newly
independent researchers as Principal Investigators. The awarded project is focused on novel
pathways on solution-processing carbon nanotube field-effect transistors for low-power electronics,
and in parallel, to position him for competitive larger awards from other funders. Besides, Petro
has taken a leadership role in Electrical and Electronic Engineering undergraduate programme as a
second Year Tutor ensuring high-level support and guidance for Aston University students.

List of Key Publications in Refereed Journals

1. P. Lutsyk, et al. Self-assembly for two types of J-aggregates: cis-isomers of dye on the carbon nanotube surface and free
aggregates of dye trans-isomers, Journal of Physical Chemistry C 123, 2019, 19903.
2. P. Lutsyk, et al. A sensing mechanism for the detection of carbon nanotubes using selective photoluminescent probes based on
ionic complexes with organic dyes. Light: Science & Applications 5, 2016, e16028.
3. P. Lutsyk, et al. Photoswitching of an n-type organic field effect transistor by a reversible photochromic reaction in the dielectric
film. Journal of Physical Chemistry C 115, 2011, 3106.

Petro’s current research is focused on application of nanomaterials in
electronics (nanoelectronics), photonics, sensing and biomedical sciences

Nanoelectronics combining knowledge in nanoscience,
photonics and electronics
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New model of FET with photochromic insulator (PMMA+SP),
operating as an opto-electronic switch [3]

Srikanth Sugavanam is an early-career research fellow with AiPT. He has
a BSc in Physics, and a BTech in Optics and Photonics from the University
of Calcutta. He is an Erasmus Mundus OpSciTech scholarship recipient,
with MS degrees in Photonics (EM-OpSciTech) from the Warsaw
University of Technology, Poland and Friedrich Schiller University, Jena,
Germany under the Erasmus Mundus OpSciTech programme.
Srikanth joined AiPT in 2011 as a PhD student under Prof. Sergei Turitsyn, specialising in real-time
intensity and spectral measurements of fibre laser dynamics. He developed the concept of spatiotemporal dynamics, an experimental approach for obtaining two-dimensional representations of laser
intensity dynamics. This has been used for studying laminar-to-turbulent transition in Raman fibre
lasers [1], highly nonlinear, stochastic spatio-temporal lasing regimes in partially mode-locked fibre
lasers [2], the generation mechanism of rogue waves in fibre lasers giving rise to multisoliton packets
[3], and other fibre laser configurations. His real-time spectral measurement techniques have shown
the existence of narrow-band long-lived spectral components in the random distributed feedback
fibre laser [4], establishing a direct link between the fields of random fibre lasers and conventional
random lasers. Recently, working with the optical communications group, he extended his spatiotemporal and spectral measurement techniques to enable single-shot Nonlinear Fourier Transform
(NFT)-based analysis of fibre lasers [5]. Srikanth’s contributions have appeared in several international
journals. He is, at present, collaborating with the Leibniz Institute of Photonics (IPHT), supervising a
PhD student developing ultrafast fibre laser gyroscopes [6].

Apart from actively pursuing research, Srikanth is fulfilling the role of Programme Manager for the Marie S.Curie Postdoctoral Fellowship programme, MULTIPLY, co-ordinated by Aston University. Currently running
in its third year, the programme consists of a consortium of more than 50 premier photonics research
institutes worldwide, offering Marie S.-Curie Fellowships to aspiring postdocs to pursue research in area of
photonics of their choice, with a host of their choice. As part of his responsibilities, he has organised several
workshops, including the landmark Machine Learning with Photonics workshop, ML-Photonica 2019.
Srikanth is a certified teacher at the higher education level (Fellow of the HEA, UK). He hopes to use researchinspired teaching methodologies to train the next generation of interdisciplinary photonics scientists.
You can find out more about his research and interests at www.srikanthsugavanam.com

Main Publications

1. Turitsyna EG et al. The laminar–turbulent transition in a fibre laser. Nat. Photon. 2013 Oct;7(10):783-6.
2. Churkin DV et al, Stochasticity, periodicity and localized light structures in partially mode-locked fibre lasers. Nat. Comm. 2015
May 7;6(1):1-6.
3. Peng J et al, Rogue waves generation via nonlinear soliton collision in multiple-soliton state of a mode-locked fiber laser. Opt. Exp.
2016 Sep 19;24(19):21256-63.
4. Sugavanam S et al., Spectral correlations in a random distributed feedback fibre laser. Nat. Comm. 2017 May 18;8(1):1-8.
5. Sugavanam S, Kopae MK, Peng J, Prilepsky JE, Turitsyn SK. Analysis of laser radiation using the Nonlinear Fourier transform. Nat.
Comm. 2019 Dec 11;10(1):1-0.
6. Chernysheva M, Sugavanam S, Turitsyn S. Real-time observation of the optical Sagnac effect in ultrafast bidirectional fibre lasers.
APL Photonics. 2020 Jan 1;5(1):016104.

Srikanth specialises in real-time intensity and spectral
measurements of fibre laser dynamics

Spatio-temporal dynamics of fibre lasers

Nonlinear Fourier Transforms for fibre lasers

Ultrafast bidirectional laser-based gyroscope
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Dr. Elena Turitsyna

Dr. Egor Manuylovich

Elena has been associated with Aston University since October 2000
when she joined, as a Research Assistant, the Photonics Research
Group, which has since become AiPT. Elena has a Master’s degree in
Mathematics from Novosibirsk State University in Russia, and there was
a long break due to family circumstances looking after her four children
before she returned to research. She was advised by the Head of Group
Prof. Bennion to complete her PhD in Photonics, which she completed
in 2007 with a speciality in numerical modelling of advanced fibre Bragg
gratings.

In 2012 Elena became a Lecturer, then, in 2016, a Senior Lecturer, in the Electronic Engineering
department. She is a Senior Fellow of the Higher Education Academy. During her 20 years’ service
at Aston University she has taught students various programming languages, mathematics courses,
and information theory. Since 2019, she is the Programme Director of the undergraduate programmes
in the department of Electrical, Electronic and Power Engineering.

In 2008 she was awarded a prestigious Royal Society Dorothy Hodgkin Research Fellowship to carry
out research on optical turbulence in long fibre lasers. This research led to a publication in Nature
Photonics, one of the most prestigious scientific journals in the field of Photonics. Elena’s research
interests are in numerical modelling of fibre laser systems and advanced fibre Bragg gratings. Recently,
together with Dr. S. Sergeyev and Prof. S. Turitsyn, and researchers from Aston Brain Centre, she was
involved in research on studying rogue waves (rare spikes with unusually high amplitude) in human
brains that, potentially, could help in treating patients with epilepsy.

Main Publications:

An important part of her academic life is devoted to outreach activities. Elena has run numerous
sessions for school children on mathematics, programming and robotics. She was instrumental in
writing a proposal for the EU Marie Curie Researchers’ night in 2015 called “LightFest” (Horizon 2020
funding), which was a great success (see AiPT report of 2016).

1. Elena G. Turitsyna and Sergei K. Turitsyn, “Digital signal processing based on inverse scattering transform”, Optics Letters, vol.
38, (October 2013), pp. 4186-4188; doi:10.1364/OL.38.004186
2. E. G. Turitsyna, S. V. Smirnov, S. Sugavanam, N. Tarasov, X. Shu, S. A. Babin, E. V. Podivilov, D. V. Churkin, G. Falkovich and S. K.
Turitsyn, “The laminar–turbulent transition in a fibre laser”, Nature Photon, vol.7, no 10, (October 2013), pp. 783-786, doi:10.1038/
NPHOTON.2013.246
3. C. Witton, Sergeyev, S., Turitsyna, E., Furlong, P. L., Seri, S., Brookes, M. J., Turitsyn, S. K., “Rogue bioelectrical waves in the brain:
the Hurst exponent as a potential for presurgical mapping in epilepsy”, J. Neural Eng., (2019)

Elena’s research interests
are in numerical modelling of
fibre laser systems, advanced
fibre Bragg gratings

Soliton clustering at the laminar–turbulent transition in fibre laser [1]
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Dr. Egor Manuylovich studied at MIPT in Moscow, where he received his
BSc and MSc degrees in physics and applied math. He received his PhD
degree in laser physics from MIPT in 2016.
He started his research career as a developer of fibre-based laser systems in NTO IRE-Polus. His
main research areas include ultrashort pulse lasers based on Yb-, Er- and Tm-doped active fibres
as well as various fibre-based sensors. His area of interest also covers simulation of fibre lasers and
amplifiers, signal processing techniques and theoretical studying of surface EM propagation and
focusing.
Since 2019 Dr. Egor Manuylovich is a research fellow at Aston University. His main research project
is focused on development of ultra-wideband fibre light sources in the mid-infrared region. Plenty of
molecules exhibit unique resonance absorption lines in this spectral region which makes it possible
the use of such ultra-wideband source for molecular fingerprinting and gas sensing.
During his couple of years at Aston Dr. Manuylovich has also worked on Bi-doped multi-channel
fibre amplifiers operating at around 1.43 µm for telecommunications. These type of amplifiers utilise
O- and E-bands, and Bi-doped fibres are a potentially promising solution that is fully compatible with
conventional silica-based telecommunication fibres.

In addition, the use of spatial division multiplexing for telecommunications (SDM) has been actively
developing in recent years, since, in the future, this will allow a multiple increase in the capacity of
telecommunication lines. Dr. Manuylovich took part in the development of a mode decomposition
method in few-mode fibres, which allows determination at high speed of the amplitudes and phases
of eigenmodes in few-mode optical fibres using only the intensity distribution at the fibre output. This
will pave the way for cheap and fast receivers in SDM systems to replace the bulky MIMO systems
that are currently in use.
Currently Dr. Manuylovich works on the MIRSUC project as a part of MULTIPLY under supervision of
Prof. Sergei K. Turitsyn.

Recent Publications:
1. E. Manuylovich, et al., “4–channel bi–doped fibre amplifier,” Proc. of European Conference on Optical Communication, ECOC, p.
Th.1.C (2019)
2. E. Manuylovich, K. Tomyshev, O. Butov “Method for Determining the Plasmon Resonance Wavelength in Fiber Sensors Based on
Tilted Fiber Bragg Gratings”, Sensors 19(19):4245 (2019)
3. K. Tomyshev, E. Manuylovich, D. Tazhetdinova, O. Butov “High-precision data analysis for TFBG-assisted Refractometer” Sensors
and Actuators A Physical 308:112016 (2020)

Egor’s main research areas include ultrashort pulse lasers based on Yb-,
Er- and Tm-doped active fibres as well as various fibre-based sensors

Study of rogue waves in the human brain [3]
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Prestigious Research Grants Awards
Prof. Andrew Ellis has been awarded three EPSRC grants seeing funding of £2,098,375 coming to
Aston. The projects are targeting increasing the capacity of core networks (PHOS), improving the total
bandwidth of individual line cards (EEMC) and reducing the installation costs for multi-gigabits broadband
access networks (PON-HD). The projects are all collaborative, with academic partners University of
Southampton, Dublin City University and University of Glasgow, respectively, and industrial partners
including BT, OFS, Huawei, Phoenix Photonics, Pilot Photonics, OFS, Xtera, Nokia and Lumentum. They
will enable the continued growth of electronic communications, enabling remote working to reduce
pollution and social media to aid societal growth, entertainment, and electronic commerce.
In 2019 AiPT academics won four highly-competitive Marie Skłodowska-Curie Fellowships (worth in total
€889k) confirming the world-leading reputation of AiPT as a centre of excellence in training and education:
n

Prof. Lin Zhang hosts a project on development of multi-core fibre devices for application in
sensing and laser technology.

n

Prof. Edik Rafailov hosts two MSC fellows, with projects focused on: (i) multimodal hyperspectral
system for imaging of biological tissue, and (ii) mid-infrared laser system for high-throughput bioprinting.

n

Dr. Sergey Sergeyev hosts the project on photonic and hybrid radar systems, linking photonics and
microwave technology.

In 2020 two more MSC Fellowships were added to the list:

AiPT Highlights
The last few years were productive and
successful for the institute across several
key areas, including grant success,
prestigious awards won by AiPT members,
organisation of scientific workshops
and seminars and establishment of new
external collaborations. All these events
contribute to further advances of AiPT in
research, development of technologies
and overall impact.
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n

n

Prof. Lin Zhang will host the project NanoIP-BioS (Advanced 2D-material integrated photonics
technologies for biosensing) with a fellow from Nanjing University of Posts and Telecommunications.
NanoIP-BioS endeavours to develop highly sensitive and selective photonic biosensors by exploring
two-dimensional (2D) nanomaterial, i.e. graphene oxide (GO), blackphosphorus (BP) and MXene,
and fibre micro-sensor structures.
Prof. Sergei Turitsyn and Dr. Vlad Dvoyrin will host project FLORIDA (Fibre Laser for Ultrafast
Infrared Applications) with a fellow from Harvard Medical School (USA). FLORIDA is focused on the
design and development of special fibre lasers for ultrafast infrared spectral applications ranging from
metrology to biomedicine and food industry.

Both projects, NanoIP-BioS and FLORIDA, contribute to the high-standing and internationally-leading
reputation of AiPT in emerging food and agricultural technologies and will benefit from the outstanding
infrastructure of the recently established Wolfson Centre for Photonics for Food and Agri-tech, cofunded by the Aston University and Wolfson Foundation.
Over the past eight years, AiPT has been awarded more than 30 MSCF projects.

AiPT has been awarded a highly competitive and prestigious H2020 project ITN Wideband Optical
Networks (WON) consortium, co-ordinated by Prof. Wladek Forysiak (PI). The consortium consists of
14 partners, with a total award of €3,797,896, and involves such industrial partners as Infinera Germany,
Infinera Portugal, Orange France, Finisar and Keysight. The Aston team included Mariia Sorokina and Sergei
Turitsyn, who were helped in project preparation by Lukasz Krzczanowicz, Vlad Dvoyrin and MingMing Tan.
Dr. Daniel Hill has won a prestigious and highly competitive Innovative Training Network worth €4,244,415
with €606k coming to Aston. The project MONPLAS scored 98.60% (1st in the Physics Panel) and will
train early stage researchers for the development of technologies to monitor concentrations of micro
and nanoplastics in water for their presence, uptake and threat to animal and human life. This project
will bring together some of Europe’s greatest experts in their fields, from academia and industry (Bruker
Optik, Shimadzu GmbH, Gl Sciences, Renishaw, Aigües de Barcelona, Wessling Hungary KFT, FriedrichSchiller University and Foster). It will provide tomorrow’s talent with the skills and knowledge to tackle
possibly one of mankind’s greatest threats to its existence, whilst they jointly develop the technologies for
the industrial instrument in collaboration with both end-users and equipment manufacturers.
Dr. Sergey Sergeyev, Dr. Auro Perego and Prof. Sergei Turitsyn have been awarded an Innovative
Training Network worth €1,819,035 with €303k coming to Aston. The project MEFISTA ‘Multi-scale
fibre-based optical frequency combs: science, technology and applications’ scored 96.40% and
aspiresto provide a world class advanced training programme to six early stage researchers, equipping
them with the skills to be the next generation of leaders in the field of mode-locked fibre lasers-based
optical frequency comb-based technologies. The project will build on interaction between academia and
industry (NKT Photonics A/S, Denmark and Richmond Design and Marketing Ltd, UK).
AiPT members Prof. Edik Rafailov and Dr. Sergei Sokolovski and Dr. Rhein Parri (LHS) have
secured an enormously competitive and prestigious award worth almost £1 million from the EC Future
and Emerging Technology (FET) Scheme. The scheme’s published success rate is below 5%, making it
amongst the toughest in the H2020 suite of schemes. The project NEUROPA attracts €3.6 million, with
€1.03m going to the Aston team. The NEUROPA consortium has assembled to develop a conceptually
novel non-invasive theranostic approach. The project will develop a non-invasive system, which modulates
long-term activity in specific cortico-sub-cortical networks implicated in specific brain disorders. This will
be achieved by two-photon activation of novel phytochrome actuators that control the expression of
genes involved in synaptic plasticity. The resulting increase in cortical and subcortical network activity
will lead to the long-term alleviation of dysfunction using novel phytoptogenetics technology.
Prof. Edik Rafailov and Dr. Sergei Sokolovski have received an award from the H2020 FET
PROACTIVE scheme. The Proposal, PLATFORMA, attracts €2 million over two years, with €360k going
to the Aston team. PLATFORMA is a commercially driven collaboration to produce innovative highcontent phenotypic platforms for screening cosmetics, pollutants and new therapeutics. PLATFORMA
proposes to create purpose-built, 3D modular human tissues supported by laser-printed bio-compatible
scaffolds from which electro-physiological status of the cells can be monitored.

Prof. Edik Rafailov, as a PI and partner of a large consortium, has been granted a prestigious four
year H2020 grant (AMPLITUDE) worth €4.7m. This is collaborative work with 11 partners (Aston part
worth over €620k). The main target of the project is to develop a new concept of label-free, multimodal microscopy and endoscopic imaging operating in the new wavelength region with multiple
imaging and spectroscopic technologies, including NIR confocal reflectance microscopy, multiphoton microscopy and spontaneous Raman spectroscopy.
AiPT has established the Wolfson Centre for Photonics for Food and Agri-tech funded by the Wolfson
Foundation £500,000 equipment grant. The centre is led by Sergei Turitsyn and David Webb and it will
focus efforts of AiPT and ASTUTE in the emerging field of application of photonic technologies in food
industry and agri-tech.
Sergei K. Turitsyn as Principal Investigator and Project Coordinator and Mariia Sorokina and Stelios
Sygletos as Co-Investigators, have been awarded a H2020 project, the Innovative Training Network
(ITN) POSTDIGITAL (13 partners, 15 early-stage researchers, total award €3,9m (€606k to Aston),
industrial partners include IBM, Thales, Nokia Bell Labs and others). POSTDIGITAL seeks to develop
new technology concepts for the post-digital era, when digital computational and communication
technologies will reach their power limits.
AiPT team Sergei K. Turitsyn as Principle Investigator and Project Coordinator and Yaroslav Prilepskiy
and Morteza Kamalian-Kopae as Co-Investigators have been awarded another competitive H2020
project – European Industrial Doctorate (EID) MENTOR (Machine learning in optical networks). The
Consortium of EID MENTOR includes academia (Technical University of Denmark; Scuola Superiore
Sant’Anna (Italy) and Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya) and the telecom industry (Infinera, Germany;
Coriant, Portugal; Orange labs, France and Telecom Italia). The total award is €3.9m, with €300k to
Aston. MENTOR intends to develop new technologies in optical communication by combining machine
learning and artificial intelligence techniques, and multi-band transmission. The MENTOR proposal
preparation was greatly aided by the AiPT managers and colleagues from RKE.
Prof. Edik Rafailov, in collaboration with Laser nanoFab GmbH (Hannover), has been awarded a
H2020 FET Launchpad project worth €100k. The main target of the project is to make 3D scaffolds and
3D scaffold platforms with integrated electrodes commercially available.
Prof. Lin Zhang has been presented a Newton Fund grant to host an Advanced Newton Fellow, Dr.
Yidong Tan from Tsinghua University, China, to collaboratively develop advanced laser technology for
bio-sensing applications. The total award of the three-year project is £109,500.
Dr. Petro Lutsyk has been successful in securing a £20,000 Royal Society Research Grant providing
‘seed corn’ funding to newly independent researchers as principal investigators. The one-year project
“Novel Pathways on Solution-Processing Carbon Nanotube Transistors for Low-Power Electronics”
will evaluate application of new techniques in the area of nanoelectronics (use of nanotechnology in
electronics) and position him for competitive larger awards from other funders.

AiPT Highlights
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Outstanding Publications:
AiPT researchers Dr. Srikanth Sugavanam, Dr. Morteza Kamalian Kopae, Dr. Jaroslaw Prilepskiy
and Prof. Sergei Turitsyn, along with Dr. Junsong Peng from the State Key Laboratory of Precision
Spectroscopy, East China Normal University, China, have co-authored a paper titled – “Analysis of laser
radiation using the Nonlinear Fourier transform” in the premier interdisciplinary research journal Nature
Communications.
Dr. Sonia Boscolo’s paper was published in Science Advances (Impact Factor = 12.804, Rank: 4/69
Multidisciplinary Sciences) titled “Breathing dissipative solitons in mode-locked fibre lasers.” The work
was done in collaboration with researchers from the East China Normal University in Shanghai (China).
Aston Brain Centre researchers Caroline Witton, Stefano Seri and Paul Furlong, together with Sergey
Sergeyev, Elena Turitsyna and Sergei Turitsyn, from Aston Institute of Photonic Technologies
have published an interdisciplinary collaborative paper, in a Journal of Neural Engineering, where they
applied methods from nonlinear dynamics for presurgical assessment for epilepsy patients. Brain
electromagnetic activity in patients with epilepsy is characterised by abnormal high-amplitude transient
events (spikes) and abnormal patterns of synchronisation of brain rhythms that accompany epileptic
seizures. Unexpected occurrence of large amplitude waves is known in various areas of science from
oceanic ‘rogue waves’ to abnormally high amplitude fluctuations of light waves in optical systems. Aston
researchers analysed bioelectrical brain wave data from patients who were awaiting surgical treatment
for epilepsy and applied a method traditionally used in complex physical systems to identify brain areas
with a high proportion of spikes. The developed technique may be added to the clinician’s battery of
measures and used convergently to guide surgical intervention.
Dr F. M. Ferreira, Prof. S. Sygletos, Prof. A. D. Ellis and Prof N. J. Doran published an invited
paper in the Journal of Lightwave Technology entitled “On the Performance of Digital Back Propagation
in Spatial Multiplexing Systems”. The paper detailed current approaches to compensating nonlinearity
in highly stochastic nonlinear systems such as few-mode fibres, demonstrating that despite random
coupling, appropriately selected approaches yield significant performance gains.
Dr. Srikanth Sugavanam has published a paper in collaboration with Dr. Maria Chernysheva, Leibniz
Institute of Photonic Technologies (IPHT), Jena, Germany, titled “Real-time observation of the optical
Sagnac effect in ultrafast bidirectional fibre lasers”, in the journal APL Photonics. The paper demonstrates
how the Sagnac effect arising in such lasers can be visualised in experiments and be used to make
precise high-speed gyroscopic measurements.

Conferences and Workhops
Dr. Auro Perego had a paper published in January 2020 in Nature Communications (Impact Factor
13.8) titled “Coherent master equation for laser mode-locking”. This work is the result of research
performed in the framework of an international collaboration with Université de Nice (France), Università
degli Studi dell’Insubria (Italy) and Universitat de València (Spain). We have established a novel theoretical
framework (Master Equation) for the description of light pulses (mode-locking) in lasers and validated our
model experimentally.

CLEO 2019

Prof. Andrew Ellis contributed to an article published in April 2018 in Nature Photonics (Impact Factor
31.583) entitled “Tackling Africa’s Digital Divide”. The contribution was the result of a collaborative
workshop investigating sustainable photonics solutions to providing internet connectivity to rural Africa,
containing a roadmap highlighting an evolution from rapidly deployed free-space optical solutions
towards robust high capacity optical fibre networks.
Prof. Sergei Turitsyn was invited to join the programme Dispersive hydrodynamics: mathematics,
simulation and experiments, with applications in nonlinear waves (2019 – 2020) at the Isaac Newton
Institute for Mathematical Sciences in Cambridge. The programme is designed to encourage interactions
amongst mathematicians, physicists and engineers specialising in the analysis of dispersive systems,
experiments and numerical simulations.
AiPT members at ECOC 2019, Dublin

In 2019 researchers at Aston University published 21 papers at the premier optical communications
conferences, Optical Fibre Communications, and European Conference on Optical Communications.
The submissions span a wide range of topics, including the nonlinear Fourier transform, digital signal
processing, optical phase conjugation and ultra-broadband amplification.

AiPT team at CLEO 2019, June 2019, Munich, Germany

ECOC 2019
AiPT co-organised the 45th European Conference on Optical Communications, ECOC 2019, that
took place in Dublin in September 2019. Prof. Andrew Ellis acted as the technical programme
committee chair. The event included a well-attended public outreach event headlined by Prof. Brian
Cox, over 280 scientific presentations, a well-received all-electronic poster session, and two diversity
focused events where the high level of participation of female speakers in sub-committees (50%),
plenary (40%) and invited (36%) presentations was noted. AiPT was a sponsor of the Conference
Gala dinner. 18 AiPT members attended ECOC 2019 in Dublin and presented their scientific work
and research results.
AiPT sponsored the Gala Dinner at ECOC 2019
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Honours and Awards
to AiPT Members
In 2018 AiPT Profs. Nick Doran and Andrew Ellis received
one of the most prestigious honours for researchers in
photonics – Fellowship of the Optical Society of America.
Nick was elected for technical leadership in nonlinear fibre
transmission and devices including amplifiers and switches
and pioneering contributions to soliton transmission and
processing. Andrew received this honour for pioneering
contributions in the areas of all-optical signal processing
and mitigation of linear and nonlinear transmission
impairments.
In 2019 one more AiPT member, Prof. Lin Zhang, was
elected to the Fellowship of the Optical Society of America.
Prof. Lin Zhang was awarded for technical leadership and
outstanding contributions to the research and development
of fibre-grating-based devices and technology, and their
applications in optical communications and sensing.
AiPT team at OFC 2020

AiPT members at the Workshop on Nonlinear Optical Frequency Combs: Dynamics and Applications October 14th – 15th 2019,
Anacapri, Italy)

OFC 2020

Workshop at Anacapri

Six members of AiPT travelled to San Diego, USA in early March for OFC 2020, the largest global
academic and industry conference in the field of optical fibre communications, with four AiPT
researchers attending virtually. While the conference exhibition was impacted heavily by the
coronavirus pandemic, over 90% of the originally planned conference papers were delivered, either
in person or via Zoom. AiPT presented a total of nine invited oral and poster papers, while Prof.
Forysiak acted as chair for five sessions as sub-committee chair in Fibre and Propagation Physics.

AiPT members attended the Workshop on Nonlinear Optical Frequency Combs: Dynamics
and Applications in October 2019 that took place in Anacapri, Italy. Nonlinear resonators are an
attractive platform for generation of optical frequency combs, light sources whose spectrum is a
discrete array of equally-spaced narrow laser lines. In the last decade, both second- and third-order
nonlinearities have been exploited to generate frequency combs, providing an intriguing alternative to
traditional mode-locked lasers. The workshop aimed at presenting and discussing ideas on the latest
developments in the physics of frequency combs in nonlinear resonators, through a series of lectures
from world- leading experts in the field. The workshop was the first training event for PhD students of
H2020 EID MOCCA, a European Industrial Doctorate project, coordinated by Aston.
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Prof. Sergei Turitsyn has been appointed Associate
Editor of the Journal of Lightwave Technology, that is
internationally recognised as one of the leading journals
in the field of optical communications, co-sponsored by
seven IEEE technical societies and the Optical Society of
America, publishing research in optical technologies and
their applications, from integrated photonics to optical
networks.

V Summer School “Photonics meets Biology”
16th – 20th September 2019. Venue: FORTH, Heraklion, Crete, Greece
Prof E. Rafailov is organiser of this summer school.

Dr. Mariia Sorokina was announced as one of the five
winners of the 2019 RAEng Engineers Trust Young Engineer
of the Year competition, awarded by the RAEng Academy
with support from the Worshipful Company of Engineers.
Mariia has developed a novel type of signal shaping that
breaks the established paradigm, for the first time enabling
fibre-optic communication faster than was previously
thought possible. This discovery is seen as crucial for the
development of future high-capacity broadband systems
to meet the ever-increasing demand for data.

AiPT Highlights
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Optical Communications
The capacity of our communication network
continues to be a major concern, especially in
the first half of 2020, where the response to
COVID-19 has tested the capabilities of the
network in response to a rapid switch towards
home working. The pressure is felt across a
wide range of areas of specialism, ranging from
hardware issues such as the total volume of
information passing through a single optical fibre,
the cost of access networks to connect with end
users, or the maximum potential bit rate of a wireless
link, through software, such as the stability of the Internet Protocol, to
political issues such as the future of net-neutrality with governments
requesting that video content providers restrict the bandwidths of their
streams in response to the crisis.

Research
16

AiPT continues to perform research addressing fundamental issues across the network, ranging from
increasing the available resources through record 150nm amplification bandwidths, enhancement
of access networks by the addition of fundamentally burst-mode-compatible optical amplifiers,
reduced costs through advances in transponder technology, and increased network robustness by
compensating for power-dependent signal distortion induced by optical fibres themselves. Recently,
we have won bids to study the use of free-space optics to simultaneously dramatically increase
connection bandwidths to the home and reduce the installation cost and to develop systems
employing purely optical signal processing to perform critical network functions.
Whilst the team at Aston continue to push back the known limits to provide even greater capacities (see
publications) the UK government continues to prioritise the deployment of fibre-backed technologies
capable of Gbit/s connection speeds such as “pure fibre” and “fibre to the pole”, and the deployment
of 5G networks, where each antenna is connected to the network by fibre, continues to grow

Grants and Awards
n

n

EPSRC High Dimensional
Wireless Passive Optical
Networking for Access
Deployment (PON-HD)
EPSRC-SFI Energy Efficient
M Communications
using Combs (EEMC)

n

EPSRC PHOS: Photonic
Phase Conjugation Systems

n

EPSRC Programme
grant TRANSNET

n

H2020-MSCA-ITN
EID REAL-NET

n

H2020-MSCAITN EID FONTE

n

EC COFUND MULTIPLY

n

H2020 MSCA ETN WON

n

Industry Single Carrier
Optical TransPonders
for the Big Data Era

n

Industry PSA in Telecom

n

Industry Phase Sensitive
Amplifiers for CVQKD Systems

n

Industry Optical
Signal Processing

n

KTP Power Pulse
Measurement Ltd

Academic
Staff:

Research
Fellows:

Research
Students:

Prof. Nick Doran
Prof. Andrew Ellis
Prof. Wladek Forysiak
Prof. Stylianos Sygletos
Prof. Sergei Turitsyn
Dr. Paul Harper
Dr. Ian Phillips

Dr. Mohammad Al-Khateeb
Dr. Vitor Manuel
Costa Ribeiro
Dr. Filipe Ferreira
Dr. Vladimir Gordienko
Dr. Md Asif Iqbal
Dr. Morteza
Kamalian-Kopae
Dr. Oleksandr Kotlyar
Dr. Lukasz Krzczanowicz
Dr. Tu Thanh Nguyen
Dr. Maryna Pankratova
Dr. Yaroslav Prylepskiy
Dr. Mariia Sorokina
Dr. Áron Dénes Szabó
Dr. MingMing Tan
Dr. Feng Wen
Dr. Tingting Zhang

Mr. Abdallah A.I.Ali
Mr. Mahmood Abu Romoh
Mr. Mike Anderson
(industry)
Mr. Aleksander Donodin
Mr. Pedro Freire De
Carvalho Sourza
Mr. Chandra Gaur
Mr. Pratim Hazarika
Mr. Mohammad Hosseini
Mr. Pavel Skvortcov
Ms. Anastasiia
Vasylchenkova
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Record Reduction in Impact
of Nonlinearity.
We experimentally demonstrated, for the first time, a significant
34dB reduction in the net nonlinear power produced from
a transmission link by adding a mid-link optical phase
conjugator and an optimised dual-order distributed Raman
amplification technique. The dual-order backward-pumping
scheme demonstrated a record signal power symmetry of
97% using 50.4km single mode fibre spans. Power precision
was key, with the span-to-span launch power required to be
within ±1dB in order to maintain 99% reduction in nonlinearly
generated components. For 256Gb/s dual-polarisation16-QAM
transmission over 100.8km (2x50.4km) with mid-link OPC, the
proposed amplification scheme enabled the OPC to improve
the nonlinear threshold by ~7dB and the optimum signal launch
power by ~5dB. We later further improved the symmetry by
adding short lengths of erbium-doped fibre in order to overcome
component insertion losses.
M.A.Z. Al-Khateeb, M. Tan, T. Zhang, A.D. Ellis, “Combating Fibre Nonlinearity Using
Dual-Order Raman Amplification and OPC”, Photonics Technology Letters, doi:
10.1109/LPT.2019.2911131 (2019).

Record Amplification Bandwidth
In recent years, ultra-wideband transmission utilising the unused
spectral bands of deployed fibre has gained considerable
attention from the research community and system operators
because of its potential to be a short to medium-term solution
to the inevitable “capacity crunch”, and featured as special
workshop at ECOC 2019, co-organised by Aston University.
One of the key challenges for realising future ultra-wideband
transmission is the proper design and optimisation of continuous
optical amplifiers, giving clear advantages over parallel systems.
Such systems have been demonstrated using multi-band rareearth-doped fibre amplifiers and hybrid Raman/semiconductor
optical amplifiers. However, the overall transmission performance
was limited by energy transfer from short to long wavelength
bands. Research at Aston University has shown that distributed
Raman amplification may be used to reduce such energy
transfer. In a recent study, we demonstrated a dual-stage design
150nm bandwidth transmission system with 15dB average
gain and only 3dB ripple. The key innovation was improving the
noise performance of the shortest wavelength signals without
requiring high power pumps to propagate through the remaining
transmission fibre. This enabled errorless transmission through
70km SSMF with 152×100GHz-spaced channels using 30GBaud
PM-QPSK signals, capable of simultaneously transmitting
228,000 broadband internet connections, representing every
household in Birmingham, with each operating continuously at
80Mbit/s.
M. A. Iqbal, L. Krzczanowicz, I. Phillips, P. Harper and W. Forysiak, “150nm SCL-Band
Transmission through 70km SMF using Ultra-Wideband Dual-Stage Discrete Raman
Amplifier,” 2020 Optical Fiber Communications Conference and Exhibition (OFC),
San Diego, CA, USA, 2020, pp. 1-3.
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Burst-mode Amplifiers to Increase
the Reach of Optical Networks
When economics permits their deployment, state-of-the-art
10G-PON passive optical networks are limited in reach to 20 km
due to the power budget allowance in low cost direct detection
systems. Cost trade-offs benefit dramatically from the use of
so-called reach extension using optical amplifiers to reduce
the number of active nodes. However, since all customers are
different, amplifiers should accommodate compatibility with
rapidly switching between users, that is, they should support
burst transmission. The most common optical amplifier, the
erbium-doped fibre amplifier, suffers problems when with traffic
of a bursty nature due to the metastable electronic lifetime of the
erbium ions (~1ms) used to store the energy used for amplification.
At Aston University, we have developed two alternative optical
amplification techniques, with radically different energy transfer
mechanisms: Raman fibre amplifiers and Fibre Optical Parametric
Amplifiers (FOPA), both of which promise almost instantaneous
response time. Furthermore, as these devices rely on vibrational,
rather than electronic, states for energy transfer, their operating
wavelength is less constrained than amplifiers relying on
electronic energy levels. Recently we conducted a series of
experiments comparing the performance of the three amplifier
types for varying traffic bursts. The FOPA was the first truly
polarisation-independent high-gain amplifier giving gain up to
20dB which is a drop-in replacement for conventional amplifiers.
Our results show a significant improvement in the performance
of the system when using the Parametric Amplifier due to the
near instantaneous response time of the gain. These results
indicate a new area of application for FOPAs in extended-reach
access network’s as an in-line amplifier and in any environment
where traffic patterns are rapidly varying.
C. B. Gaur, F. Ferreira, V. Gordeinko, A. Iqbal, W. Forysiak and N. Doran, “Comparison
of Erbium, Raman and Parametric Optical Fiber Amplifiers for Burst Traffic in
Extended PON,” 2020 Optical Fiber Communications Conference and Exhibition
(OFC), San Diego, CA, USA, 2020, pp. 1-3.

Enhanced transponders
Higher-order modulation formats and higher symbol rates are
being deployed to support the rapid traffic growth in optical
communication systems. Moving towards dual-polarisation
64GBaud 64-QAM transmission and beyond, coherent
optical systems become increasingly sensitive to practical
impairments in electrical and optical components, particularly
in a transmitter and as a result of nonlinear effects in optical
transmission. Significant performance penalty can be caused
by transmitter skew, amplifier distortion, and the nonlinear Kerr
effect. To maintain associated impairments within reasonable
limits, transmitters and receivers are typically calibrated during
manufacture (or power-up). As the modulation order and symbol
rate of the system increases, requirements for the precision of
calibration and compensation circuits increase accordingly.
Recent work at Aston University has applied an advanced postequalisation approach in the Rx allowing highly tolerant and robust
transceiver operation under severe impact of Tx impairments.
Similar work has deployed machine learning algorithms to
compensate for nonlinear transmission impairments.
P. Skvortcov, C. Sanchez-Costa, I. Phillips and W. Forysiak, “Receiver DSP Highly
Tolerant to Transmitter IQ Impairments,” 2019 Optical Fiber Communications
Conference and Exhibition (OFC), San Diego, CA, USA, 2019, pp. 1-3.

Riemann-Hilbert Problem for
Optical Communications
In this work, for the first time, a full-spectrum periodic nonlinear
Fourier transform (NFT)-based communication system with
the inverse transformation at the transmitter performed by
using the solution of the Riemann-Hilbert problem(RHP) is
proposed and studied. The entire control over the nonlinear
spectrum rendered by our technique, where we operate
with two qualitatively different components of this spectrum,
represented correspondingly, in terms of the mainspectrum and
the phases, allows us to design a time-domain signal tailored
to the characteristics of the transmission channel. In the heart
of our system is the RHP-based signal processing utilised to
generate the time-domain signal from the modulated nonlinear
spectrum. This type of NFT processing leads to a computational
complexity that scales linearly with the number of time-domain
samples, and we can process signal samples in parallel. For the
first time, we explain how to modulate the phases of individual
periodic nonlinear modes.
M. Kamalian Kopae, A. Vasylchenkova, D. Shepelsky, J. E. Prilepsky and S. K.
Turitsyn, “Full-spectrum periodic nonlinear Fourier transform optical communication
through solving the Riemann-Hilbert problem,” Journal of Lightwave Technology, doi:
10.1109/JLT.2020.2979322 (2020).

S. Sygletos, A. Redyuk, and O. Sidelnikov, “Nonlinearity Compensation Techniques
Using Machine Learning,” in OSA Advanced Photonics Congress (AP) 2019 (IPR,
Networks, NOMA, SPPCom, PVLED), OSA Technical Digest (Optical Society of
America, 2019), paper SpT2E.2.
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Optical Sensing
The Photonics Research Group at Aston University (precursor to AiPT) was one of the first
groups to begin developing the technology of fibre gratings back in the early 90s, which in
turn led to extremely fruitful research into the development of fibre grating sensors. Even
today, research continues on grating sensors, investigating gratings in different kinds of
fibre (polymer, multi-core and photonic crystal fibres) and opening up new application areas
(for example, fuel system monitoring in the aerospace industry). In recent years, though, our
sensing related work has broadened beyond fibre grating sensors:
n

Work on optical coherence tomographic (OCT) imaging has led to a commercial system that can produce real-time, 3D
images of flexible contact lenses as well as to a £D calibration target for OCT imaging systems, manufactured using one of
AiPT’s femtosecond-laser micromachining systems.

n

Progress in semiconductor laser technology has allowed us to develop low-cost tuneable diode-laser spectroscopy systems.

n

Increasingly powerful, low-cost, handheld lasers are becoming ubiquitous and pose a real threat to pilots and drivers who
may be targeted. We have developed novel and highly effective approaches to early detection of such devices, which rely on
the identification of coherence in the incident light.

n

We have a major effort underway, developing photonic technologies in the agri-tech and agri-food sectors; topics include
assessing the amount of micro and nanoplastics in the food chain, the development of a low-cost multispectral imaging
system for food quality monitoring and the creation of an optical-fibre-based system capable of the real-time detection of
contaminants in a bakery.

Academic staff:

Research fellows:

Research students:

Prof. Kate Sugden
Prof. David Webb
Prof. Lin Zhang
Dr. Kaiming Zhou

Dr. David Benton
Dr. Ricardo Da Silva
Dr. Adenowo Gbadebo
Dr. Neil Gordon
Dr. Daniel Hill
Dr. Vladimir Osipov
Dr. Yidong Tan

Ms. Yang Lu
Ms. Namita Sahoo
Ms. Marie Zindi

Visitors:
Prof. Hanrui Zhang

Electron microscope image of 54nm thick graphene oxide layer on an optical fibre

Coherence Detection for
Identifying Lasers

Graphene oxide-coated Fibre Gratings
for Humidity-sensing Applications

Compacted soil sample incorporating
fibre optic moisture sensor

A programme of investigating laser detection through the
detection of coherence has been ongoing for a few years. This
work discriminates lasers from bright backgrounds based on
the inherent coherence length of the source. This programme is
supported by DSTL who are sponsoring a PhD student looking at
“New directions in laser detection”. Current investigations involve
drawing rectangular Zernike mode patterns on a micromirror
array (digital holography) to manipulate focusing onto a camera
facilitating detection. An extension to the coherence detection
technique involves observing coherence at the individual photon
level – the above diagram shows modelled photon detection
data. Such a system would represent the most sensitive generic
laser detector ever built. This approach has recently been shown
to offer an advantage to SETI in terms of sensitivity.

Measurement of humidity is important in many scientific,
industrial and medical applications and fibre-optic humidity
sensors present unique advantages of compact size, light
weight, low cost, immunity to electromagnetic interference, and
remote and distributed measurement. Highly soluble in water,
graphene oxide (GO), an important derivative of graphene, is
considered as a very promising material for humidity sensing.
Current research takes advantage of long-period gratings and
tilted Bragg gratings in order to facilitate interaction of the guided
light with the graphene oxide coating. The thin coating promotes
a rapid response (~42ms), which enables, for example, the
monitoring of human breath.

Soil Pore Pressure Monitoring

Benton, D. M. (2019). A Proposed Method for a Photon counting Laser Coherence
Detection System to Complement Optical SETI. Publications of the Astronomical
Society of the Pacific, 131(1001), 074501.

Graphene oxide-deposited tilted fiber grating for ultrafast humidity sensing and
human breath monitoring: B Jiang, Z Bi, Z Hao, Q Yuan, D Feng, K Zhou, L Zhang, X
Gan, J Zhao, Sensors and Actuators B: Chemical 293, 336-341.

AiPT has been at the forefront of developing the technology
of optical fibre grating sensors in polymer-based optical
fibres, seeking to exploit the different material properties of
polymers compared to silica. One feature of some polymers is
their ability to absorb water in an equilibrium process with the
surrounding environment. When a fibre fabricated from such
a polymer contains a Bragg grating, the wavelength of the
grating will change, depending on the degree of saturation in the
environment around the fibre. Previously, this has been exploited
for humidity sensing and to detect the small quantities of water
that can be found in aviation fuel. Our most recent work has
shown that this approach can be used to detect the saturation
of soils, which has important application in civil and geotechnical
engineering.
M. Mehravar, H. Yang, Wei Zhang, and D. J. Webb, “Ground-water monitoring
using polymer optical fibre Bragg gratings”, Proc. SPIE 11199, Seventh European
Workshop on Optical Fibre Sensors, 111991M (28 August 2019); https://doi.
org/10.1117/12.2541326

Like most researchers, the sensing and devices group members have had to meet virtually during
the coronavirus pandemic
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Nonlinear Photonics
and Fibre Lasers
The Nonlinear Photonics and Fibre Lasers team
pursues cutting-edge fundamental and applied
research in a diverse range of topics, including
temporal nonlinear effects, ultrafast processes,
ultrafast fibre laser sources, solitons, frequency
combs, dissipative structures and optical
communications. A major focus of our research
is the study of various phenomena encountered
by the manipulation of fundamental properties of
light, such as the intensity profile, phase and state
of polarisation, as well as the new applications already
made possible by the nonlinear fibre-optic technology.
AiPT research in the field of neuromorphic photonics is supported by the recently awarded European
Training Network POSTDIGITAL, coordinated by AiPT (https://postdigital.astonphotonics.uk/), with 13
partners including IBM, Thales and SMEs LightOn, VLC Photonics and IniLabs. Understanding the
fundamental physics behind laser generation in nonlinear fibre resonators is critically important for the
development of novel high-performance laser sources offering turn-key solutions for various practical
applications. By unveiling the origin of new types of unique states of polarisation evolving on very
complex trajectories, our research paves the way to new techniques in metrology, high-resolution
femtosecond spectroscopy, high-speed and secure fibre optic communications, nano-optics (trapping
and manipulation of nanoparticles and atoms), and spintronics (vector control of magnetisation).

Grants and Awards (awarded or ongoing) 2018 – 2019
n

H2020 MSCA COFUND

n

The Royal Society Newton
Advanced Fellowship

British Council Newton
project with Indonesia

n

n

H2020 MSC Fellowship
ProDelSys

n

n

The Leverhulme Trust
Research project:
“Riemann-Hilbert problem
and geometrical approach
in optical communications”

The Royal Society
5G Technology
collaborative project

H2020 MSC Fellowship
RANPOFIL

n

n

H2020, MSCA ITN
ETN POSTDIGITAL

H2020 MSC Fellowship:
Photonic Radar.

n

The Leverhulme Trust
Visiting Professorship:
“Nonlinear fibre optics,
fibre lasers and sensors”

H2020 MSCA ITN
ETN MEFISTA

n

H2020 MSCA ITN
EID MOCCA

n

n

Academic Staff:
Prof. Sergei K. Turitsyn
Assoc. Prof. Sergey
Sergeyev
Dr. Sonia Boscolo

Research
Fellows:

Research
Students:

Dr. Vladislav Dvoyrin
Dr. Morteza
Kamalian-Kopae
Dr. Hani Kbashi
Dr. Egor Manuylovich
Dr. Auro Michele Perego
Dr. Yaroslav Prylepskiy
Dr. Vishal Sharma
Dr. Srikanth Sugavanam
Dr. Marina Zajinulina

Mr. Alexander Donodin
Mr. Igor Kudelin
Ms. Anastasiia Vassyl

Visiting
Professor:
Prof. Andrei Fotiadi

An example of our application-focused research is advancing LIDAR technologies able to complement
the distance ranging by an additional functionality – recognition of the target texture - by using modelocked fibre lasers with dynamic states of polarisation. AiPT has filed a patent application on this novel
idea for LIDAR and radar for autonomous driving. The UK companies RDM Group and Highways
England already expressed interest to joint development of the new generation of LIDARs. This
technique proposed in AiPT will be further developed in H2020 Innovative Training Networks MOCCA
(https://mocca.astonphotonics.uk/) and MEFISTA, coordinated by AiPT, with industrial partners
including Thales, III-V Labs, AMO, RDM, NKT Photonics.
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Breathing Dissipative Solitons in an Ultrafast Fibre Laser
Breathing dissipative solitons form an important part of numerous nonlinear systems, manifesting
themselves as nonlinear waves in which energy concentrates in a localised and oscillatory fashion.
Yet, the observation of dissipative breathers has been mainly confined to optical micro-resonators.
This collaborative research with the East China Normal University in Shanghai demonstrates breathing
solitons in a mode-locked fibre laser. The direct disclosure of the fast evolutionary behaviour of
breathers is made possible for the first time in experiments by a combination of real-time dispersive
Fourier transform and spatio-temporal intensity measurements and dispersion engineering. In the
normal-dispersion regime of the laser cavity breathers are excited in the laser under the pump
threshold for stationary mode locking. Our work first establishes a general, deterministic route to
induce soliton breathing in normal-dispersion fibre cavities in that the breather generation regime
is accessible by solely changing the pump strength. Besides, for the first time in experiments with
mode-locked fibre lasers, breather-pair molecules are also generated in the cavity. Our findings are
corroborated by numerical simulation of the laser model and will trigger parallel investigations in other
physical systems.
Peng J., Boscolo S., Zhao Z. & Zheng H. Breathing dissipative solitons in mode-locked fiber lasers. Science Advances 5, eaax1110 (2019).

Analysis of Laser Radiation Using the
Nonlinear Fourier Transform
Modern high-power lasers exhibit a rich diversity of nonlinear dynamics, often featuring nontrivial
co-existence of linear dispersive waves and coherent structures. While the classical Fourier method
adequately describes extended dispersive waves, the analysis of time-localised and/or nonstationary signals call for more nuanced approaches. Yet, mathematical methods for simultaneous
characterisation of localised and extended fields are not yet well developed. In our work published
in Nature Communications, we demonstrated how the Nonlinear Fourier transform (NFT) based on
the Zakharov-Shabat spectral problem can be applied as a signal processing tool for representation
and analysis of coherent structures embedded into dispersive radiation. We used full-field, real-time
experimental measurements of mode-locked pulses to compute the nonlinear pulse spectra. For
the classification of lasing regimes, we presented the concept of eigenvalue probability distributions.
In addition, we presented two-field normalisation approaches and showed the NFT can yield an
effective model of the laser radiation under appropriate signal-normalisation conditions. The full-field
information made available by the experimental methodology, together with the information about the
nonlinear content provided by the NFT, can improve our understanding of the underlying dynamics in
a wide range of lasers, and nonlinear systems in general.
Sugavanam S, Kopae MK, Peng J, Prilepsky JE, Turitsyn SK. Analysis of laser radiation using the Nonlinear Fourier transform. Nature
Communications. 2019 Dec 11;10(1):1-0.
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Bidirectional Ultrafast Lasers for Gyroscopic Measurements
Active ring laser gyroscopes (RLG) operating on the principle of the optical Sagnac effect are used
in a range of applications, such as inertial guidance systems, seismology and geodesy, which
require both high bias stability and high angular velocity resolutions. Operating at such accuracy
levels demands special precautions like dithering or multi-mode operation to eliminate frequency
lock-in or similar effects introduced due to synchronisation of counter-propagating channels. In our
work, we showed how bidirectional ultrafast fibre lasers can be used to circumvent the limitations
of continuous wave RLGs. Instead of using traditional averaged approaches of measurement, we
used real-time intensity and spectral measurement techniques like spatio-temporal dynamics and the
dispersive Fourier transform, transforming the bidirectional ultrafast laser to an ultrafast gyroscope
with acquisition rates of the order of the laser repetition rate. This is at least two orders of magnitude
faster than commercially deployed versions. Our results reveal the high potential of application of
novel methods of optical Sagnac effect measurements, allowing enhancement of rotation sensitivity
and resolution by several orders of magnitude.
Chernysheva M, Sugavanam S, Turitsyn S. Real-time observation of the optical Sagnac effect in ultrafast bidirectional fibre lasers.
APL Photonics. 2020 Jan 1;5(1):016104.

Visualisation of Extreme-Value Events
in Optical Communications
Fluctuations of temporal signal propagating along long-haul transoceanic-scale fibre links can be
visualised in the spatio-temporal domain, drawing visual analogy with ocean waves. Substantial
overlapping of infоrmation symbols or use of multi-frequency signals lead to strong statistical
deviations of local peak power from average signal power level. We considered, here, a long-haul
optical communication system from this unusual angle, treating them as physical systems with a
huge number of random statistical events, including extreme value fluctuations, that potentially might
impact quality of data transmission. We applied the well-established concept of adaptive wave
front shaping used in imaging through a turbid medium to detect the detrimental phase-modulated
sequences in optical communications that can cause extreme power outages (rare optical waves
of ultra-high amplitude) during propagation down the ultra-long fibre line. We illustrated the concept
by a theoretical analysis of rare events of high-intensity fluctuations – optical freak waves, taking as
an example, an increasingly popular optical frequency division multiplexing data format where the
problem of high peak to average power ratio is the most acute. We also show how such short-living
extreme value spikes in the optical data streams are affected by nonlinearity and demonstrate the
negative impact of such events on the system performance.
Stanislav Derevyanko, Alexey Redyuk, Sergey Vergeles, and Sergei K. Turitsyn, Visualisation of extreme value events in optical
communications, APL Photonics, 3, 060801 (2018).
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Nanoscale Photonics
Modern microphotonic technologies have achieved the tremendously high fabrication
precision of a few nanometers. However, it has been found that this outstanding
precision is still insufficient for a broad range of applications. To overcome this
challenge, our group is working on the development of a new photonic technology,
Surface Nanoscale Axial Photonics (SNAP), which allows us to demonstrate miniature
photonics devices with unprecedentedly high precision of fractions of an angstrom.
SNAP employs optical whispering gallery modes circulating near the fibre surface and
slowly propagating along its axis. The speed of propagation of these modes along the
fibre axis is so slow that it can be fully controlled by dramatically small nanoscale variations
of the fibre radius. Our group develops the advanced SNAP technology for fabrication of ultraprecise, ultralowloss, tuneable, switchable and reconfigurable miniature photonic devices establishing the groundwork for their
revolutionary applications in telecommunications, ultraprecise sensing, quantum computing and networks,
optomechanics, optofluidics and other fields of engineering and science.
The results of our work in 2019 can be briefly summarized as follows. PhD student Gabriella Gardosi discovered the effect of slow cooking of SNAP
microresonators promising several important applications ranging from the food industry to telecommunications and quantum technologies. This invention
followed the work of Dr. Kirill Tokmakov, who discovered the effect of the heating of water droplets by whispering gallery modes propagating along a
silica microcapillary. PhD student Sajid Zaki performed incredible theoretical work supporting the new SNAP fabrication methods developed in our group
and also our collaboration with US Army Research Laboratory. One of these methods, which employs the femtosecond laser, was developed by Qi Yu
and Dr. Yong Yang. The second one, a novel lithographical method,
which consists of processing a selectively uncoated fibre in HF
acid, was developed by Dr. Nikita Toropov, who also demonstrated
fabrication of SNAP resonators by fibre bending. Dr. Yong Yang did
incredible work in supporting the major experiments performed in
our labs. In addition, he performed the first demonstration of the
interplay between the slow and tunnelling light. Dr. Manuel CrespoBallesteros, who, together with Dr. Yong Yang, experimentally
demonstrated the first four-port resonant SNAP device, switched
to theoretical investigation of nonlinear SNAP devices and
demonstrated the possibility of controlled transportation of light by
light at the microscale. Finally, we welcome a PhD student Victor
Vassiliev who joined our group at the end of 2019 and is currently
working on the development of SNAP microresonator frequency
comb generators
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Fellows: Dr. Nikita Toropov, Dr. Yong Yang
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Prof. Misha Sumetsky
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Dr. Kirill Tokmakov
Dr. Nikita Toropov
Dr. Yong Yang

Research PhD
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Whispering-gallery-modeinduced Irreversible
Nanoscale Alterations
at the Silica-Water
Interface Create Optical
Microresonators
Silica and water are known as exceptionally
inert chemical materials, while the mechanism
of their interaction is not completely
understood. We show that the effect of this
interaction can be significantly enhanced by
the optical whispering gallery modes (WGMs)
propagating at a silica microcapillary filled in
with water. Our experiments demonstrate
that WGMs, which are maintained inside
the microcapillary and heat water over
several hours, induce permanent change
into silica material. This change results in
the nanoscale variation of the microcapillary
effective wall thickness and creation of WGM
microresonators having promising applications
in optical signal processing and microfluidic
sensing. Overall, the discovered effect paves a
way to the ultraprecise fabrication of resonant
optical microdevices as well as suggests an
ultra-accurate method for the characterisation
of physical and chemical processes at the
solid-liquid interfaces.
G. Gardosi, B. Mangan, and M. Sumetsky (publication in
preparation)
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Controlled Transportation
of Light by Light at
the Microscale
We show how light can be controllably
transported by light at microscale dimensions.
We design a miniature device which consists
of a short segment of an optical fibre coupled
to
transversally-oriented
input-output
microfibres. A whispering gallery soliton is
launched from the first microfiber into the
fibre segment and slowly propagates along
its mm-scale length. The soliton loads and
unloads optical pulses at designated inputoutput microfibers. The speed of the soliton
and its propagation direction is controlled by
the dramatically small, yet feasible to introduce
permanently or all-optically, nanoscale
variation of the effective fibre radius.
M. Crespo-Ballesteros and M. Sumetsky, http://arxiv.org/
abs/2005.08778

In Situ Observation of
Slow and Tunnelling Light
at the Cutoff Wavelength
of an Optical Fibre
Slow waves and tunnelling waves can meet
at the cutoff wavelengths and/or transmission
band edges of optical and quantum mechanical
waveguides. The experimental investigation
of this phenomenon, previously performed
using various optical microstructures, is
challenged by fabrication imperfections and
material losses. Here, we demonstrate this
phenomenon in situ for whispering gallery
modes slowly propagating along a standard
optical fibre, which possesses the record
uniformity and exceptionally small transmission
losses. Slow axial propagation dramatically
increases the longitudinal wavelength of light
and allows us to measure nanosecond-long
tunnelling times along tuneable potential
barriers having the width of hundreds of
microns. This demonstration paves a simple
and versatile way to investigate and employ
the interplaying slow and tunnelling light.
Y. Yang and M. Sumetsky, Opt. Lett. 45, 762 (2020)

Mahaux-Weidenmüller
Approach to Cavity
Quantum Electrodynamics
and Complete Resonant
Down-Conversion of the
Single-Photon Frequency
It is shown that a broad class of cavity
quantum electrodynamics (QED) problems
– which consider the resonant propagation
of a single photon interacting with quantum
emitters (QEs), such as atoms, quantum dots,
or vacancy centres – can be solved directly
without application of the second quantisation
formalism.
The
developed
approach
dramatically simplifies the analysis of complex
cavity QED systems. As an example, we
consider an optical cavity having two modes
resonantly coupled to electronic transitions
of N three-level QEs. It is shown that the
described structure is the simplest realistic
structure which enables the down-conversion
of the single-photon frequency with the
amplitude approaching unity in the absence of
the external driving field and sufficiently small
cavity losses and QE dissipation. Overall, the
simplicity and generality of the developed
approach suggest a practical way to identify
and describe new phenomena in cavity QED.
M. Sumetsky, Phys. Rev. A 45, 762 100, 013801 (2019)
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Nanoscience Research Group
Nanoscience Research Group conducts research
on development, optical study and photonic
applications of a wide range of advanced
materials such as carbon nanotubes, graphene,
nanodiamond, ZnO, synthetic fluorescence
and laser dyes, natural pigments and polymer
composites. The main focus of our research is
the imparting of new properties for such materials
via surface functionalisation of nanomaterials
or via development of new hybrids/composites.
The modified materials are further integrated
into optical platforms and lead to a significant improvement in optical
instruments such as ultra-short pulse lasers and biological and gas sensors.
The group has an active interdisciplinary research programme funded by Horizon 2020 on
development and utilisation of functional nanomaterials such as carbon nanotubes, graphene,
nanodiamond etc for:
n

photonic sensors for food and environmental monitoring,

n

ultra-fast fibre laser systems,

n

functional thin film coatings.

The group has the state-of-the-art facilities for wet
chemistry processing of nanomaterials including
ultrasonic processesor and shear force mixer,
benchtop and ultra-centrifuge, filtration systems.
We have facilities for fabrication of polymer nanocomposites and T and nano-ink.
We
operate
absorption/transmission
spectroscopy, photoluminescence excitationemission
spectroscopy,
fluorescence
and
scanning electron microscopy for imaging, and
optical characterisation of advanced materials.
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Development of Carbonnanomaterials-based
Saturable Absorbers and
Study of Their Properties

Mode-locked Fibre
Lasers with Carbonnanomaterials-based
Saturable Absorbers

Composites
of
single-walled
carbon
nanotubes (SWNTs) and water-soluble
polymers (WSP) are the focus of significant
worldwide research due to a number of
applications in biotechnology and photonics,
particularly for ultrashort pulse generation.
Despite the unique possibility of constructing
non-linear optical SWNT-WSP composites
with controlled optical properties, their thermal
degradation threshold and limit of operational
power remain unexplored. In this study, we
reveal the nature of the SWNT polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA) film thermal degradation and evaluate
the modification of the composite properties
under continuous high-power ultrashort pulse
laser operation.

We systematically studied the impact of
average cavity dispersion and pulse spectral
bandwidth on harmonic mode locking in the
long-wavelength band from an Er-doped
fibre laser using carbon-nanotubes-polyvinyl
alcohol (CNTs-PVA) film mode locker. By
carrying out pulse energy management
through optimising the average cavity
dispersion and optical spectral bandwidth,
2.08 GHz repetition rate corresponding to
the 201st harmonic with 36.5dB side mode
suppression ratio was realised under 205
mW pump power at 1597.53 nm. The laser
source featuring high repetition rate in L-band
operation is very promising for applications in
optical communication systems.

M. Chernysheva, M. Al Araimi, G.A. Rance, B. Shi, S. Saied,
J.L. Sullivan, N. Marsh, A. Rozhin, “Revealing the nature
of morphological changes in carbon nanotube-polymer
saturable absorber under high-power laser irradiation”,
Scientific Reports, 8, 7491 (2018).

Q Huang, C Zhao, T Wang, M Al Araimi, A Rozhin, C Mou
“Influence of Average Cavity Dispersion and Spectral
Bandwidth on Passively Harmonic Mode Locked L-Band
Er-Doped Fiber Laser”, IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in
Quantum Electronics, 25, 0900408, (2019).

Sensing of Ammonia by
Ultrasonically-treated
Carbon Nanotube Network

Photodetectors Based on
2D Hafnium Selenosulfide
Nanosheets (Collaboration)

The exceptional properties of carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) have resulted in the development of
various nano-scaled devices, particularly
CNT-based sensors of ammonia (NH3) with
outstanding performance. Our recent research
in collaboration with the Tokai University (Japan)
focused on CNT-based network sensors of NH3
has allowed us to develop a better understanding
of their gas detection behaviour and enhanced
sensing response. Our studies showed improved
sensing performance for single-walled CNTs of
(6,5) chirality, which were ultrasonically treated at
high power, enabling the formation of a bundled
nanotube network upon thermal annealing. The
sensitivity is attributed to the ultrasonicallyinduced defects formed on the nanotube
surface. Two chemiresistive sensing pathways
were observed for such networks resulting
in increased and decreased resistance in the
presence of different ammonia concentrations
from 102 to 104 ppm. This multidirectional
chemiresistive response was comprehensively
explained via various phenomena, such as partial
and full neutralization of p-type conductivity
of CNTs, change of the Schottky barrier, and
dipoles at the interface between nanotubes
and gold electrodes. The proposed sensing
mechanisms are believed to provide strong
support for further development of ammonia
sensors with optimized performance

In
recent
years,
2D
transitionmetal
dichalcogenides
have
attracted
great
research interest due to their multiple degrees
of freedom in tuning their physical properties
via band engineering and dimensionality
adjustment. The fellow propose the use of
2D hafnium selenosulfide HfSSe (HSS) single
crystals for high-performance photodetectors.

P.M. Lutsyk, P. Shankar, A.G. Rozhin, S.A. Kulinich, Surface
sensitivity of ultrasonically treated carbon nanotube network
towards ammonia, Surfaces and Interfaces 17, 100363 (2019)

High-quality 2D HSS single crystals grown by
chemical vapour transport exhibit excellent
phototransistor performance from the visible
to the near-infrared with outstanding stability.
A large photoresponsivity (≈6.4 × 104 A W−1
at 488 nm) with high specific detectivity
(≈1014 Jones) were explored from the device
fabricated with exfoliated HSS single‐crystal
of nano-metric thickness on a rigid Si/SiO2
substrate. In addition, the device performance
extended to explore flexible photodetector, as
compared to other existing 2D chalcogenides,
the CVT-grown HSS exhibit better device
performance in terms of photoresponsivity.
The fellow recommends HSS single crystal for
future wearable electronics and optoelectronic
circuits.
Ulaganathan, R. K.; Sankar, R.; Lin, C.-Y.; Raghavan, C. M.;
Tang, K.; Chou, F. –C. High‐performance flexible broadband
photodetectors based on 2D hafnium selenosulfide
nanosheets. Adv. Electron. Mater. 6, 1900794 (2019)
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Laser and Biomedical Photonics
The Laser and Biomedical Photonics Research Group conducts cutting-edge
experimental and theoretical research on high-power and ultrashort-pulse compact
lasers, emitting in the visible, near-IR, mid-IR and THz spectra ranges, nanostructures,
nonlinear and integrated optics and biophotonics.
One of the major research directions is focused on the development of compact CW and ultrafast semiconductor quantumdot and quantum-well-based lasers in the 1 – 1.3μm spectral region and quantum cascade lasers (2.7 – 3.4μm) and their
application for biomedical imaging and nonlinear frequency conversion to the visible, mid-IR and THz spectral regions.
Another major research area focusses on the development of room temperature, ultra-compact and potentially portable THz
sources in the 0.3 – 1.5 THz region and beyond for safety and security applications, quality control, biophotonics and medical imaging.
The investigation of conical refraction’ optical phenomena, in which light passing through a biaxial
crystal leads to an output with an unusual cone shaped intensity profile and polarisation properties,
is also carried out by our group.
We perform cutting-edge experimental and theoretical research that pushes at the boundaries
of photonic technologies, with a special emphasis on creating the next generation of tools and
applications for the fields of biology and medicine.
By studying a wide range of high-power and ultrashort-pulse lasers and their interactions with different
materials, we aim to improve the process of diagnosing and treating some of the most challenging
conditions facing healthcare and society.
In close partnership with companies and organisations across Europe, we have developed new
imaging technologies, non-and minimally-invasive diagnostic tools and treatments, as well as novel
laser-based techniques for measuring microscopic changes in tissue.
These tools represent a critical step towards successfully and effectively managing a wide range of
common age-related, cardiovascular and neurological conditions and complications.
The group has also developed a non-invasive laser-based multimodal diagnostic system utilising the
Doppler-shift effect, tissue oximetry and fluorescence spectroscopy, which is used in our research on
diagnosis of a wide range of cardiovascular diseases and complications related to heart failure and
ischemic stroke prognosis. inherited skin diseases (scleroderma) and solid cancers, along with type
2 diabetes foot disorders.
Our work has also helped to improve the availability of photonics-based technology both inside and
outside the world of medicine, with research into optimising the size, portability and efficiency of
lasers adding to the real-world impact.
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PULSE: High-Power
Ultrafast Lasers Using
Tapered Double-Clad Fibre

Short Pulse Generation from
SESAM Free Electrically
Pumped VECSEL

High-power ultrafast laser sources with pulse
durations in femto and picosecond ranges
enabling virtually athermal material processing
are in high demand for many industrial
applications including cutting of hard materials
and micro-welding of dissimilar materials
used in car construction, high-speed surface
microstructuring etc.

Passively mode-locked electrically-pumped
(EP) VECSELs are promising devices for the
realization of ultra-compact, cost-efficient
sources of ultrashort laser pulses. Such devices
provide average output powers of tens of mW,
picosecond pulse durations and repetition rates
of several GHz. Passive mode-locking is typically
achieved by use of intracavity semiconductorsaturable absorber mirrors (SESAM) or delayed
optical feedback from external cavities.

In our Horizon 2020 PULSE project we are
developing a world-record-power 2.5kW
laser system, capable of producing from
picosecond down to femtosecond pulses
at a repetition rate up to 1GHz with excellent
beam quality. Utilising state-of-the-art ultrafast
semiconductor and advanced fibre lasers as
compact low-cost seed sources provides
excellent pulse control and flexibility of laser
output. By harnessing the unique properties
of patent-protected tapered double-clad fibre
amplifiers the pulse energy of a single emitter
will be further increased up to 2.5 – 250μJ
preserving excellent beam quality. Exploiting
coherent beam combining from several laser
emitters and a novel delivery fibre capable
of handling extremely high peak powers the
laser output will be delivered to its target
via patented polygon scanner operating at
speeds of up to 1.5km/s.

We have investigated the pulsed laser
operation and pulse dynamics of an EPVECSEL without intracavity SESAM and
external feedback. We use a linear cavity
consisting only of the VECSEL chip and a
curved output-coupler. Careful adjustment
of laser current and cavity length results in
the generation of pico-second pulses with
energies of the order of pico-Joules.

NEUROPA – Challenging
Alzheimer’s with Laser

PLATFORMA – H2020
FET Proactive Project

A €3.6m EU project NEUROPA, lead by Prof.
Edik Rafailov, was launched to challenge and
palliate the conditions of Alzheimer’s and
Huntington’s disease in affected patients
utilising lasers in optgenetics. The project aims
to implement the technology in a mice model
in the next three years. Successful completion
of this milestone will, in a few years time, bring
about relief to human patients suffering with
these neurological disorders.

Prof. Edik Rafailov (Coordinator) and Dr. Sergei
Sokolovski (both AiPT) have won an award
from the H2020 FET PROACTIVE scheme.
The Proposal, PLATFORMA, attract €2 million
over two years, with €360k going to the Aston
team. PLATFORMA is a commercially-driven
collaboration to produce novel high-content
phenotypic platforms for screening cosmetics,
pollutants and new therapeutics. PLATFORMA
proposes to create purpose-built, 3D modular
human tissues supported by laser-printed biocompatible scaffolds from which.

https://www.labiotech.eu/brain/alzheimers-disease-lasersphytoptogenetics/

The pulsed operation is self-starting, and
single pulse operation is demonstrated.
Numerical simulations based on delaydifferential-equation (DDE) model is used to
reproduce the regimes of operation (CW and
pulsed) and pulse dynamics. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first observation of
self-induced pulsing in an EP-VECSEL without
SESAM and external feedback.
Nikolai B. Chichkov, Amit Yadav, Anton V. Kovalev, Semyon
V. Smirnov, Markus Herper, Ksenia A. Fedorova, Evgeny A.
Viktorov, and Edik U. Rafailov, “Pulse dynamics in SESAMfree electrically pumped VECSEL,” Opt. Express 28, 1346613481 (2020)
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Laser Material Processing
UV lasers have long been used to make infibre gratings at AiPT, taking advantages of
photosensitive Ge-doped or boron-doped
optical fibre which can be of different geometry
including single mode, multimode, D-shaped
and multicore fibre. AiPT’s recent research on
UV-inscribed fibre grating includes advanced
fabrication technology, novel gratings such as
tilted gratings and gratings in novel optical fibre and
exploitation for different applications such as fibreoptical sensing, fibre lasers and optical communication.
In addition, AiPT use femtosecond (fs) lasers for microfabrication of photonic devices taking advantage
of their ultrashort pulse duration, high peak power and thus endorsed unique interaction with matter
including two-photon absorption, index modification and direct ablation.
A number of UV and femtosecond facilities are available at AiPT and have been used for
microfabrication of fibre gratings, optical waveguides in nonlinear optical material such as LiNbO3,
hydrophobia surface nanostructure, microstructures inside glass material and in polymers using twophoton polymerisation .
These photonic devices can be used for a very diverse range of applications including sensing, food safety
and agriculture, health care and medicals. A few grants have been secured with the laser microfabrication
of fibre gratings and photonic devices, including ESIF project ETICC and MULTIPLY (Marie SkłodowskaCurie Actions COFUND programme), Marie Curie Fellowship, Newton Advanced Fellowship.
1. Manufacturing techniques based on intelligent control systems and sensors, Innovate UK,
collaborative research programme with Branscan Ltd, Warburton Ltd , £197K, PI 2017-2019
2. Royal Society Newton Advance Fellowship Project (NAF\R1\191072) , Advanced laser heterodyne
feedback and fibre SPR technology for bio-sensing applications (04/2019 - 03/2022, £119,500
3. H2020-MSCA-RISE-2019 (872049) Integrated Photonic-Nano Technologies for Bio-applications
“IPN-Bio” (03/2020-02/2024, €1,002,800

4. H2020-MCFPAD-3DSLs (836958) Multi-core fibre passive and active devices: 3D shape sensors
and laser sources (3/2020-2/2022, €220,000
5. Multiply Co-fund, Marie Curie, Fibre Bragg Grating-based Fast and Precise Internal Monitoring of
Lithium-ion Batteries in Electric Vehicles, (Sept/2019-Aug/2021
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XIII,2020
2. Piromjitpong, T., Dubov, M. & Boscolo, S. High-repetition-rate femtosecond-laser inscription of low-loss thermally stable
waveguides in lithium niobate. Appl. Phys. A 125, 302 (2019).
3. Piromjitpong, Teerawat, Dubov, Mykhaylo and Boscolo, Sonia (2018). High-repetition-rate femtosecond-laser micromachining of
low-loss optical-lattice-like waveguides in lithium niobate. IN: Proceedings of SPIE. Proceedings of SPIE, 10684 . FRA: SPIE.
4. Yu, Qi, Zaki, Sajid, Yang, Yong, Toropov, Nikita, Shu, Xuewen and Sumetsky, Misha (2019). Rectangular SNAP microresonator
fabricated with a femtosecond laser. Optics Letters, 44 (22), pp. 5606-5609.
5. Yu, Qi, Du, Yueqing, Xu, Zuowei, Wang, Peng, Zhang, Zhen, Zhu, Zece, Cao, Haoran, Sumetsky, Michael and Shu, Xuewen (2018).
Efficient postprocessing technique for fabricating surface nanoscale axial photonics microresonators with subangstrom precision
by femtosecond laser.

UV Inscription of Tilted Fibre Grating
AiPT developed tilted fibre grating (TFG) technology, a type of
fibre grating device, which can couple light to cladding modes
and radiation modes, presenting unique optical properties
depending on the tilting angle, and exploited them for many
applications, including optical fibre sensing and fibre laser.
The large-angle TFGs, coupling light to highorder cladding
modes which possess a higher proportion of evanescent wave,
show higher sensitivity to external refractive index and have
been used for biochemical sensing. In recent research at AiPT,
such an effect was strengthened and used for ultrafast humidity
sensing and human breath monitoring by coating of a large
angle TFG with graphene oxide (GO), which has a high surfacearea-to-volume ratio and strong absorption property in a wide
wavelength range.
TFGs, showing excellent polarization-dependent radiation
mode coupling, as in-fibre polariser were utilised to implement
Loyts filter and Solc filter recently in a collaboration with
AiPT. These filters consist of pairs of TFGs and sandwitching
polarization-maintaining (PM) fibre, show prominent merits
such as ab extremely simple and robust structure, narrow
bandwidth, spectral flexibility, and low cost. These are highly
desirable features for in-fiber laser, spectral imaging, optical
communication and sensing systems.

Single Mode Optical
Waveguide in Lino3

Femtosecond Laser Inscribed
Advanced Calibration Phantom

Integrated Photonic Circuits (IPC) have been widely used in
information processing and optical communication. Particularly,
lithium niobate (LiNbO3) offers incredible versatility when used
as a substrate for IPC owing to its wide range of transparency,
high second-order nonlinearity and commercial availability.
Waveguide in LiNbO3are conventionally made with lithographic
based methods, which can include a number of processing steps
such as proton exchange, titanium in-diffusion, iron implantation
and dry etching, and is costly and the optical mode has large
mismatch with that of optical fibre.

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) has developed rapidly
and is widely used in different fields such as biomedicine and
optometry. The characterisation and calibration of OCT systems
is essential when testing the system and during normal use to
ensure that there is no misalignment or distortion that could affect
clinical decisions. Imaging distortion is a significant challenge
for OCT systems when viewing through non-planar surfaces.
Here we present a new multi-purpose plano-convex OCT
phantom which is designed to be used for OCT characterisation
and calibration as well as to validate the post-processing
algorithm for the imaging distortion of the OCT systems. A
femtosecond-laser direct writing technique is used to fabricate
this phantom which consists of a landmark layer with radial lines
at a 45-degree angular spacing inscribed at 50μm in apparent
depth (AD) underneath the planar surface. Below that there are
a further eight layers of a spherical inscription pattern which
has a 150μm (in AD) separation between each layer. The first
spherical layer is located at 150μm (in AD) underneath the planar
surface. Due to the laser power loss when travelling through the
deeper layer, an increased power is applied to the deeper layers.
The spherical pattern overcomes orientation issues seen with
existing calibration phantoms. The landmark layer is applied so
that it can easily tell the exact location when scanning which will
also benefit the image distortion correction process.

In this research, we used direct femtosecond inscription of
waveguides into nonlinear LiNbO3, offering improved versatility
in the choice of processed materials and greater flexibility in
creating microstructures in the three-dimensional space.
We fabricated and optimised optical-lattice-like depressed
cladding waveguides in z-cut LiNbO3. The waveguides featured
low propagation loss for the TE polarization state and moderate
loss in the TM polarisation. Fundamental mode guidance
was observed across a wide portion of the spectrum from
visible to near infrared. The low attenuation and high thermal
stability of the waveguides suggest promising applications in
telecommunications, nonlinear integrated optics and harsh
environment sensors.

The work developed new phantom designs with circular
geometry that overcome the issues when imaging under an OCT
system.
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Two photon polymerisation

Micro/Nano Surface Showing Wettability

Multiphoton direct writing is a photonic technology which is based on femtosecond laser pulses
application and enables the fabrication of any designed 3D micro-devices with features on submicronrelevant length scales (i.e. 100nm-scale precision). This unique method is used for additive manufacturing
of polymer-based micro-optical and micro-fluidic elements with free-form 3D topographies that may
be utilised for the development of precise, micro-sized and low-cost micro-sensors.

A surface can be irradiated with femtosecond laser microfabrication and depending on the processing
parameters, the surface can show unique features like nanostructures and nanospikes. It’s these
surface nanostructures that entail unique physical properties including the wettability and much
reduced reflection. Femtosecond lasers are capable of processing a variety of materials including
metals, semiconductors and dielectrics like glass and ceramics, giving rise to a superhydrophobic
surface, which repels water, or a superhydrophilic which spreads the water droplet to the maximised
area. Both effects are very useful for industrial applications; the superhydrophobic surface can be
used for self-clean surface while the superhydrophilic surface can potentially be used for removing oil.

Original setup for multiphoton lithography (based on the Chromacity femtosecond laser) has been
designed and assembled at AiPT to fabricate micro-optical elements directly at the end-face of
optical fibres. Combination of the mature technology of fibre optics and high potential of modern
nanophotonics will offer new horizons in fabrication of low-cost and high precision sensors. It is
planned to design novel fibre-edge based gas sensors and fabricate them using a combination of
2PP lithography and femtosecond laser processing. We will apply the technique of femtosecond laser
structuring of photosensitive materials recently developed at Aston to a variety of acrylate and epoxy
materials to develop fibre-based gas sensors (for CO2, CH4, NH3

In collaboration with a regional company, the surface of stainless steel was processed with a
femtosecond laser at AiPT, and certain hydrophobic behaviour was demonstrated.

other gases). Direct 3D laser writing will provide us with many interesting possibilities for the design
of novel optical systems and efficient light transformations. The new techniques for the flexible
manufacturing of micro-optical and microfluidic elements for innovative devices and systems will be
of wider interest in gas diagnostics research beyond food, agri-tech and biomedical applications.
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Funder

Research
Portfolio
In the Horizon 2020 actions,
Aston University is collaborating
with over 500 organisations and
participates in over 90 projects.
Within Aston, AiPT is the UK’s
most successful coordinator of
H2020 Initial Training Networks
and 5th in Europe, surpassing
many pan-national organisations.
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AiPT grants
in 2018/2020
2019 – 2020 have been very
productive and successful years
for our institute, proving that
AiPT is a centre of excellence
in
photonics
with
global
international visibility and a
reputation as a trailblazer in
research and innovation. We
have valuable experience in
formulating successful funding
proposals and supervising and
administering a diverse range
of projects covering research,
industrial
collaboration
and
training.

No. of Awards

Total award
value for AiPT

EUROPEAN COMMISSION

31

13,009,502

EPSRC

12

9,814,304

UK GOVERNMENT

4

2,767,689

THE ROYAL ACADEMY
OF ENGINEERING

5

1,071,780

INDUSTRIAL PROJECTS

11

971,057

THE WOLFSON FOUNDATION

1

500,000

THE LEVERHULME TRUST

1

419,309

THE ROYAL SOCIETY

4

249,000

BRITISH COUNCIL

1

100,000

Reseacrh Portfolio
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Top UK universities by number of ITN projects awarded:
UK Coordination of ITNs (ETN/EID/EJD) awarded 2017 – 2020

Recently Awarded
Prestigious ITN Projects
Aston Institute of Photonic Technologies
has been awarded eight highly competitive
Innovative Training Networks projects for the
last few years in Horizon 2020 MSCA 2017 –
2020 calls. This is an enormous success for the
AiPT team who achieved such great results and
helped immensely in the proposals preparation
– academic and research staff, AiPT project managers, our colleagues
from the Research and Knowledge Exchange department and others
such as Paul Knobbs and Angels Odena. This achievement consolidates
the position of AiPT and Aston University as one of the most successful
European institution, winning these highly competitive awards.

8

ASTON UNIVERSITY (all at AiPT)

6

UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS

5

THE UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM

5

UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW

3

CARDIFF UNIVERSITY

3

QUEEN MARY UNIVERSITY OF LONDON

3

THE UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD

3

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON

1

UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE

1

UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD

0

IMPERIAL COLLEGE LONDON

ITN projects currently co-ordinated by AiPT

H2020-MSCA-ITN-2019
MSCA-ITN-ETN – European Training
Networks POST DIGITAL
European Training Network on
Post-Digital Computing
PI: Prof. Sergei Turitsyn
Grant Agreement 860360

H2020-MSCA-ITN-2018
MSCA-ITN-ETN – European
Training Networks
WON
Wideband Optical Networks
PI: Prof. Wladek Forysiak
Grant Agreement 814276

H2020-MSCA-ITN-2018
MSCA-ITN-EID – European
Industrial Doctorates
MOCCA – EID
Multiscale Optical Frequency
Combs: Advanced Technologies
and Applications
PI: Ass. Prof. Sergey Sergeyev
Grant Agreement 814276

H2020-MSCA-ITN-2018
MSCA-ITN-EID – European
Industrial Doctorates
REAL-NET
REAL-time monitoring and mitigation of
nonlinear effects in optical NETworks
PI: Prof. Sergei Turitsyn
Grant Agreement 813144

for calls: H2020-MSCA-ITN-2017 to H2020-MSCA-ITN-2020

H2020-MSCA-ITN-2019
MSCA-ITN-ETN – European
Training Networks
MONPLAS
The training of early stage researchers
for the development of technologies
to MONitor concentrations of
micro and nanoPLAStics in water
for their presence, uptake and
threat to animal and human life
PI: Dr. Daniel Hill
Grant Agreement 860755

H2020-MSCA-ITN-2019
MSCA-ITN-ETN – European
Training Networks
MEFISTA
Multi-scale fibre-based optical
frequency combs: science,
technology and applications
PI: Ass. Prof. Sergey Sergeyev
Grant Agreement 861152

Top 6 universities by number of ITN projects awarded:
Coordination of ITNs (ETN/EID/EJD) awarded 2017 – 2020:
18

KATHOLIEKE UNIVERSITEIT LEUVEN

12

KOBENHAVNS UNIVERSITET
(COPENHAGEN UNIVERSITY)

11

ACADEMISCH ZIEKENHUIS GRONINGEN

11

CENTRE NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE
SCIENTIFIQUE CNRS

10

DANMARKS TEKNISKE UNIVERSITET- DTU

8

ASTON UNIVERSITY (all at AiPT)

for calls: H2020-MSCA-ITN-2017 to H2020-MSCA-ITN-2020
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H2020-MSCA-ITN-2017
MSCA-ITN-EID – European
Industrial Doctorates
FONTE
Fibre Optic Nonlinear TEchnologies
PI: Prof. Sergei Turitsyn
Grant Agreement 766155

H2020-MSCA-ITN-2020
MSCA-ITN-EID – European
Industrial Doctorates
MENTOR
Machine LEarning in optical NeTwORks
PI: Prof. Sergei Turitsyn
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Marie Skłodowska-Curie Fellows
Dr. Marina Zajnulina

Dr. Nikolai Chichkov

Dr. Vishal Sharma

Dr. Maryna Pankratova

ProDelSys – Processing
Systems with Optical Delay

Mid-Infrared Laser System for
High-Throughput bBoprinting
by Laser-Induced Forward
Transfer (MIDLIFT)

Photonic Radar (PHRAD)
Microwave Photonics

OMICRON – Optical
Communication Based on
Integrability and Nonlinear
Fourier Transform

Host: Dr. Sonia Boscolo
My activity at AiPT includes several subprojects.
All of them are linked to the design, numerical
studies, and optimisation of fibre-based photonic
devices. Thus, together with my colleagues from
Ulyanovsk State University (Russia), I am working
on the development of a tuneable bismuth laser
for medical applications in the near-IR range. Such
a laser could be used to fight cancer, treat acne
and close wounds. Bismuth is considered to be a
difficult and noisy amplifying medium. So far, we could show that a fibre Bismuth laser in near IR is
not only able to operate in a pulsed regime (previously published results showed only CW operation),
but you can also tune the pulse repetition rate as well as the pulse energy by changing the net cavity
dispersion which can be done using diffraction gratings. In a further subproject, I introduce and
study a system of concatenated fibres that is able to produce a broad (1000nm) supercontinuum
despite the optical losses in silica fibres. This supercontinuum occurs due to an interplay between
two nonlinear effects, the four-wave mixing and the Raman self-frequency shift of optical pulses.
In a third subproject, together with my colleagues from Aston University, I analysed different pulse
regimes observed in a fibre laser mode-locked by carbon nanotubes. Thus, we found out that
several nonlinear waves can be generated via tuning the cavity polarisation state due to the impact
of vector resonance multimode instability. Working together with our colleagues from Weierstrass
Institute for Applied Analysis and Stochastic (WIAS, Germany), I developed a mathematical model
for mode-locked fibre lasers that deploys delay differential equations (alternatively to the widely used
approaches based on Nonlinear Schrödinger or Ginzburg-Landau equations) and, thus, establishes
a bridge between the mathematical modelling in semiconductor optics and fibre optics.
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Host: Prof. Edik Rafailov
Nikolai Chichkov received his PhD in physics
in 2012 from the Leibniz University in Hanover.
From 2012 to 2017, he worked as an application
engineer and software developer at the Salzgitter
Mannesmann Forschung GmbH. He returned
to academic research in 2017 as a FeodorLynen Humboldt Fellow at the Aston Institute of
Photonics.
In 2018, Nikolai Chichkov received a Marie Skłodowska-Curie Individual Fellowship to work on the
MIDLIFT project. The goal of this project is the development of a novel mid-infrared laser system
for high-throughput bioprinting by laser-induced forward transfer (LIFT). A high-repetition-rate,
high-power, nanosecond laser system emitting around 2.8μm will be developed, targeting to obtain
microjoule pulses with sub-100ns pulse durations at repetition rates up to 100 kHz. The laser system
will be realised with a gain-switched GaSb-based diode laser and an Er-doped fluoride-fibre amplifier.
The strong absorption of the mid-infrared laser output in water will be utilised for the demonstration
of LIFT of biomaterials.

Host: Dr. Sergey Sergeyev
I received my Doctorate in 2013 and Masters
of Technology in the field of Electronics and
Communication Engineering in 2007 from IKG
Punjab Technical University, India. Recently
(September 2019), I have joined – as a Marie
Skłodowska-Curie (MSC) Research Fellow – at
Aston Institute of Photonics Technologies (AiPT),
School of Engineering and Applied Science,
Aston University. I am also working as Associate
Professor (on leave) in Shaheed Bhagat Singh
State Technical Campus (IKG Punjab Technical University), Punjab, India. My research interests
include ultra-short pulse lasers, microwave photonics, LiDAR, radio over fibre technology, free space
optics, inter-satellite optical wireless systems and wireless sensor networks.
PHRAD is a multidisciplinary project and is primarily focused on the development of a tuneable
PHRAD transceiver that can be used in automotive transport industries for the detection and ranging
of the objects with high range – and image resolution. The proposed key idea will be implemented
using computer software in the initial stage and then will be carried out in the lab environment. The
tuneable PHRAD will be tested further for a wide variety of application areas, for instance, LiDAR, 5G
networks, meteorology, etc.

Host: Prof. Sergei K. Turitsyn
I received my PhD in Theoretical Physics in 2015
from Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics
and Engineering, Ukraine. After my PhD, I was
awarded a one-year postdoctoral fellowship at
the Department of Theoretical Physics of Kosice
University, Slovakia. My work during this period
was focused on the exchange bias phenomenon
in ferromagnetic-antiferromagnetic systems.
In January 2018 my project, “Optical Communications based on Integrability and Nonlinear Fourier
Transform” (OMICRON), received funding in the framework of Marie Curie Individual Fellowship
and I have started to work at Aston University under the supervision of Prof. Sergei K. Turitsyn and
Dr. Yaroslav Prylepskiy. OMICRON focuses on the application of a new tool, the nonlinear Fourier
transform, in advanced optical communication systems. OMICRON aimed to bridge the powerful
mathematical methods with practical optical communication applications. The project had the
ambitious goal of developing a breakthrough solution to overcome limits imposed by fibre nonlinearity
on the capacity of optical systems.

MSCF Profiles
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MULTIPLY – Marie Skłodowska-Curie
Postdoctoral Fellowships in Photonics
MULTIPLY is a five-year Marie Skłodowska-Curie COFUND postdoctoral
fellowship programme in photonics, coordinated by the AiPT. The
programme officially commenced in October 2016, and it will offer
interdisciplinary training for over 50 outstanding international
experienced researchers in the areas of photonics science, technology
and applications.
Prof. S. K. Turitsyn,

Dr. Srikanth Sugavanam,

Programme Co-ordinator

Programme Manager

Mrs. Christiane Doering-Saad,

Ms. Tatiana Kilina,

Management Team

Management Team
This project has received funding from the European Union’s
Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under the
Marie Skłodowska-Curie grant agreement No 713694.

Some MULTIPLY Hosts

Summer Schools and Workshops

MULTIPLY Research Areas
Research
framework

and

Training

The primary objective of MULTIPLY
is to provide the fellows with a range
of interdisciplinary research skills,
transferable complementary skills,
research knowledge and industrial
experience necessary to develop
the next generation of photonic
components and systems for optical
networks, lasers and a wide range of
photonic devices targeting biological
and medical applications, nano
photonics, telecommunication and
sensing applications. Training will be
implemented through individual training
schemes,
and
programme-wide
training activities like workshops and
summer schools.

To further foster collaboration amongst different partner organisations and their fellows, MULTIPLY
organises several workshops and summer schools located with the host organisations. The
networking activities between the fellows and the academics, both at these events and beyond,
have led to further scientific activities between MULTIPLY partners beyond fellowship-mediated
collaborations – for instance, between UBFC-Dijon, France and AiPT, UK and between University of
Santa-Anna, Italy and DTU, Denmark.

Triple-I Dimension
MULTIPLY fosters interdisciplinary, inter-sectoral and international research (the ‘Triple-I’ dimension).
The inter-sectoral and international dimensions are underscored by placement periods with industrial
collaborators and with academic organisations other than their own host.

Workshops and summer schools organised by MULTIPLY include the summer school “Complexity
in Nonlinear Photonics”, held at the Lake Como School of Advanced Studies, Villa del Grumello,
Como, Italy, September 25th – 29th 2017; the workshop “Photonics for Medical Diagnostics”,
September 7th – 8th 2018, at the Aston Institute of Photonic Technologies, Aston University,
Birmingham, UK; the symposium/workshop “Machine Learning in Photonics”, August 26th – 27th
2019, at the University of Belgrade, Serbia. At all these events, talks were given by several leading
academics in the field, together with representatives from industry. More details can be found on the
MULTIPLY website.

Mobility

60

24

7

40

23

52

Hosts

Fellows

Countries

Publications

Industry partners

Secondments &
Placements

Mobility is an essential aspect of Marie S.-Curie fellowships in general, and is also carried over to
the MULTIPLY framework. Both incoming and intra-European mobility options will allow fellows of all
nationalities to work in EU member states/associate-country-based hosts.

www.multiply.astonphotonics.uk
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Dr. Yang’s project was proposed
to investigate the potential of
such simulation, starting by
creating simple symmetrical
parabolic potential well and
investigating the tunnelling
effect in the various 1 D potential with the cutting edge SNAP
fabrication method. The ultimate goal of this proposal was to
simulate the complex quantum many body system in the SNAP
resonators.

Project title: BISMUTH - Developing
multifunctional photo-thermal Biomaterials for bone
cancer tumour therapy
Host: Dr. Richard A. Martin

Project title: PLATINA
Host: Prof. Edik Rafailov

Project title: MILE
Host: Ass. Prof. Sergey Sergeyev

Dr. Tatjana Gric received her PhD degree from Vilnius Gediminas
Technical University, and pursued her postdoctoral researches
at Dalhousie University and Technical University of Ostrava. Gric
is a Marie Curie research fellow at AiPT. Her research interests
include plasmonics and metamaterials. She has published
extensively in her research field, i.e. more than 50 papers in
reputed journals. Gric’s Marie Curie project is related to cancer
detection by means of the metamaterial formalism that has
not been witnessed directly. This project will herald a new era
where the presented idea becomes a regular research tool
and translates to a clinical and diagnostic technology in the
future. Once developed, the technology can be utilised for other
medical-based research and development projects aimed at
early-stage disease diagnosis and cancer detection.

Otti D’Huys received her PhD in 2011 at the Vrije Universiteit
Brussel, Belgium (Applied Physics and Photonics group). After
postdoctoral appointments at Würzburg University, Germany
(Computational Physics group) and Duke University, USA
(Quantum Electronics group), she joined Aston University in 2016
as a Lecturer in Mathematics.
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Dr. Semen Smirnov has worked in the field of THz for seven years
since his Bachelor’s thesis at ITMO University (St. Petersburg,
Russia). During these years he has worked with almost all existing
optical-to-THz conversion techniques, from relatively compact
and low-power semiconductor converters to powerful nonlinear
processes in laser-induced filaments in air. He has extensive
experience in creating experimental THz systems for scientific
and biomedical purposes. The MULTIPLY “iTERA” project
focuses on development of the new terahertz systems involving
available novel quantum-dot-based THz radiation sources.

(c)

link noise

probability density

Her
theoretical
research
revolves around dynamics and
applications of complex (timedelay) networks: she addresses
fundamental properties of delay
differential equations, as well as
nonlinear stochastic dynamics of
coupled photonic elements. As a
MULTIPLY fellow (2017 – 2019), her
research includes the emergent
behaviour and the role of noise
in a population of neuromorphic
photonic elements (collaboration
with the Institut de Physique de
Nice, France) and the stability of a
(a)
link noise
neuromorphic oscillator
network
(a)
link noise
under stochastic link delays and
stochastic links.

Project title: iTERA – Terahertz Biomedical Imaging
Host: Prof. Edik Rafailov

Mean lifetime, s

Lucas graduated in Physiotherapy in 2011 at the University of
Pernambuco, Brazil. In 2014 he was awarded MSc in Cellular and
Structural Biology in the field of Human Anatomy by the University
of Campinas (UNICAMP), Brazil. During his master he worked on
the development of Niobium-doped bioactive glasses to treat
bone fractures by manufacturing and characterizing bioactive
glasses as well as doing in vivo and in vitro experiments. In
December 2018 he received a PhD degree from UNICAMP in the
same field. His research focused on developing novel bioactive
glasses to aid the treatment of bone cancer and large bone
defects. In July 2019 Lucas was awarded a Skłodowska-Curie
Individual Fellowship to be carried out at Aston University (AiPT)
under the supervision of Dr. Richard Martin. This fellowship
is being dedicated to the development of multifunctional
biomaterials for bone cancer therapy. The goal of the project
is to combine the therapeutic
properties of different chemical
elements, such as gallium,
bismuth, copper, and zinc to
create bioactive glasses that
can aid bone regeneration
(which is a well know property
of the bioactive glasses) and
selectively kill bone cancer
cells and prevent microbial
contamination of the implant
site. So far they have formulated
and manufactured all glass
compositions and determined
the therapeutic concentration
of gallium ions in the structure
of the glass that selectively
kills osteosarcoma cells (bone
cancer cells) without affecting
healthy osteoblasts (normal bone cells). They also defined the
light absorption spectrum of Bismuth-doped glasses.

Dr. Semen Smirnov

probability density

In Prof. Misha Sumetsky’s group in recent years, a new
whispering gallery mode optical microresonator was invented by
introducing small variation on the surface of a cylindrical optical
fiber for telecommunication. This resonator (named SNAP)
features a slow propagation along the axial direction due to the
intentionally induced variation and well-controlled lateral profile.
The
equation
that
the axial propagation
satisfied resembles the
Schrodinger equation of
a 1D particle in a certain
potential.
Therefore,
SNAP is supposed
Spectrogram of rectangular SNAP resonator
(left), and slice of transmission spectrum
to be an excellent
marked at the black dotted line (right)
classical
photonics
device for simulating
the
complicated
quantum phenomena, which
are sometimes difficult to
implement in the reality.

Dr. Otti D’Huys

probability density

The main purpose of Dr. Toropov’s project is developing the
SNAP (Surface Nanoscale Axial Photonics) technological
platform for a number of diverse
applications like integrated
photonic
circuits,
optical
buffers, slow light devices,
frequency combs, sensors,
etc. This platform is based on
a controllable modification of
optical fibre surfaces and their
refractive indexes to obtain
high-Q
microresonators.
Examples of SNAP resonators.
a) Scheme of a mask recording
Fabrication precision of such
with a laser beam and resonators
photonic elements is a crucial
fabrication with chemical etching,
moment for applications and
b) and c) spectrograms of optical
resonators
is the main advantage of this
platform; it potentially can be
unprecedented, less than 1
angstrom. For the development
of SNAP, it was proposed
to investigate the processes
of laser annealing of optical
fibres as well as modification
of the fibres under mechanical
tension and investigation of
their
photonic
properties.
The idea was extended on
using chemical etching and femtosecond laser inscription of
microdevices based on optical microresonators.

Dr. Yong Yang is an accomplished senior researcher, who has
several years of experience in the area of sensors, optomechanics,
microresonators, and frequency comb generation. Prior to Aston
University, he was researcher with Okinawa Institute of Science
and Technology, Japan, University College, Cork, Ireland, and
University of Oregon, USA.

Dr. Tatjana Gric

probability
density
probability
density

Dr. Nikita Toropov received his BSc and MSc degrees in
photonics and optical technologies at Tomsk State Universityand
PhD diploma at ITMO University, St.Petersburg, Russia. The
main field of expertise is light and heat modification of different
nano- and microstructures, such as plasmonic nanostructures,
organic thin films, optical fibres.

Project title:PTSNAP - Photon tunnelling in the
surface nanoscale axial photonics devices and
simulating quantum systems
Host: Prof. Misha Sumetsky

Dr. Lucas P. L. de Souza

lifetime,
s
MeanMean
lifetime,
s

Project title: PICASSO - Ultra low-loss photonic
circuits: fabrication with picometre precision,
applications for sensing and for ‘slow light’ devices
Host: Prof. Misha Sumetsky

Dr. Yong Yang
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probability
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Dr. Nikita Toropov
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Dr. Vitor Ribeiro

Dr. Nand Kishor Meena

Dr. Florent Bessin

Dr. Áron Szabó

Project title: POLSAR – Polarisation and four-wave
mixing effects in fiber optical parametric amplifiers)
Host: Prof. Nick Doran

Project title: FILION: Fiber Bragg Grating-based
Fast and Precise Internal Monitoring of Lithium-ion
Batteries in Electric Vehicles
Host: Dr. Jin Yang (EEPE) and
Dr. Kaiming Zhou (AiPT)

Project title: ACTOR – Addressing Comb
Tuneability in Optical Resonators
Host: Prof. Nick Doran

Project title: Optical Parametric amplification
Enhanced by Raman effect for Optical Networks
(OPERNET)
Host: Prof. Nick Doran

Vitor Ribeiro`s research interests include, but are not limited
to, fibre-optical parametric amplification, optical parametric
amplitication in other-than-fibre platforms, optical networking and
machine learning algorithms
for assessment of performance
in optical networks.
He received his PhD in
optical signal processing and
performance monitoring for
optical networks. Later he
joined Chalmers University of
Technology to start studying
parametric amplification in the
photonics laboratory of the
MC2 department. In the last
year he has been with Aston
University with an awarded
Marie Curie Fellowship to study
several challenging aspects
of parametric amplification
such as polarisation, nonlinear
crosstalk
and
broadband
parametric amplification.

Nand Kishor Meena received BTech and MTech (dual) degrees
from Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Kanpur, India, in 2011,
and PhD degree from Malaviya National Institute of Technology
(MNIT) Jaipur, India, in 2018. All of these degrees ere in electrical
engineering. His PhD thesis developed and applied various
artificial intelligence techniques to solve the complex real-life
planning and management problems of renewable energy
resources and battery energy storage in power distribution
systems.
In September 2018, he joined the Department of Electrical,
Electronics and Power Engineering (EEPE) at Aston University
as a Postdoc Research Associate. Later, he was awarded the
Multiply Fellowship in 2019 and joined the EEPE and Aston
Institute of Photonic Technologies (AiPT), Aston University as
a Marie Skłodowska-Curie fellow (COFUND-MULTIPLY). The
fellowship focuses on fast and accurate internal monitoring of
lithium-ion battery cells in electric vehicles by using fibre bragg
gratings. The aim of the FILION is to design a promising FBG
sensor for fast detection of thermal runways along with real-time
monitoring of temperature and strain in lithium-ion cells.

Florent Bessin is a postdoctoral research scientist with the
Aston Institute of Photonic Technologies (AiPT), Aston University,
Birmingham, UK. He received his BSc degree in Physics from
the University of Caen (France) in 2014. He further pursued his
studies at the University of Lille (France) where he received his
MS degree in Light and Matter in 2016. He completed his PhD
in 2019 from the PhLAM laboratory, supervised by Dr. Arnaud
Mussot, specialising in the area of nonlinear optics. During his
PhD, he mainly performed experimental studies on the nonlinear
process of modulation instability in passive fibre ring cavities.
These studies focused on the real-time observation of this
phenomenon using recent instruments based on space-time
duality (time lens).
In 2020, he was awarded with a COFUND Marie SkłodowskaCurie Fellowship and he joined the AiPT as a postdoctoral
research fellow to work on the ACTOR project. This research
project deals with the generation of tuneable optical frequency
combs
(OFC)
in
optical
resonators through the new
process of gain through filtering
and could lead to promising
applications in metrology and
spectroscopy.

Within the scope of the MULTIPLY project OPERNET, the
research fellow Dr. Áron Dénes Szabó investigates practicallyimportant aspects of fibre-optic parametric amplifiers including
low-loss and low-crosstalk implementations.
In the present stage of the research special focus is on accurate
and novel numerical and analytical description of nonlinear
crosstalk between separate wavelength channels in parametric
amplifiers.
The work and the results mathematically verify the practicallyimportant lab measurement technique of signal-to-crosstalk
power ratio as an accurate description of nonlinearity-induced
crosstalk. Also, it is of fundamental importance that Gaussian
distribution of nonlinear crosstalk noise is shown in the highly
nonlinear operation regime of parametric amplifiers.
The results are presented at the CLEO 2020 conference under
the title “Verification of Signal-to-Crosstalk Measurements for
WDM Fiber Optical Parametric Amplifiers”, paper JTu2E.1. From
this paper, the figure below indicates examples of the excellent
match between the measurable signal-to-crosstalk power ratio
(orange curve) and the model prediction (blue disks), as well
as demonstrates Gaussian
nonlinear noise distribution for
ten channels.

Dr. Ricardo Ezequiel da Silva
Project title: INCORE – High frequency in-core
acousto-optic modulators for application in
dynamic optical filters and fibre lasers
Host: Prof. David Webb
I was awarded with a binational PhD degree in Electrical
Engineering from the Federal University of Technology – Paraná
(UTFPR) in Brazil and Technical Physics Engineering from the
Friedrich-Schiller-Universität in Germany in 2015. During this
period, I worked with the Leibniz Institute of Photonic Technology
in Jena, developing devices for fibre laser applications. In 2016,
I joined the Graduate Program in Electrical and Computer
Engineering at UTFPR, researching in the fields of dynamic
multiwavelength optical filters and multicore fibres.
I have joined the AiPT as a Marie Skłodowska-Curie MULTIPLY
Fellow since June 2019, leading a research project in
cooperation with groups in the UK, Germany and Finland. My
research interests include the design, numerical modelling
and development of innovative all-fibre devices based on
microstructured and photonic crystal fibres for applications in
acousto-optics, optoacoustics and magnetoacoustics.

Dr. Oleksandr Kotlyar
Project title: MARCONI – Machine learning for
nonlinear Fourier-based optical communications
Host: Prof. Sergei K. Turitsyn
I received my PhD in Theoretical Physics in 2009 from Verkin
Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, Kharkiv,
Ukraine. After my PhD, I worked as a Research Fellow at the
same Institute. In 2016 I was a Visiting Fellow at Pavol Jozef
Šafárik University in Košice, Slovakia. My research at that period
was devoted to the problems of computational and theoretical
solid-state physics.
I joined AiPT in October 2018 as a Marie S.-Curie MULTIPLY
Research Fellow. My current research project MARCONI involves
(but is not limited to) the application of state-of-the-art machine
learning techniques for the nonlinearity mitigation in high-speed
optical communication systems.

High-frequency acoustic
wave confined inside a
suspended core optical
fibre

Numerical results of the gain as a function of signal detuning from the pump frequency
for several values of standard deviation δof ZDW fluctuations. Each curve represents
the wavelength separation between the wavelength of the pump λp and the ZDW λ0.
a) δ=0.08 nm, b) δ=0.22 nm, c) δ=0.3 nm and d) δ=0.45 nm.
Numerical results of the gain as a function of signal detuning from the pump
frequency. Each curve represents the wavelength separation between the pump
wavelength λp and the ZDW λ0. In this case δ=0.37 nm results as the best fitting to
our experimental results
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Education
AiPT offers extensive educational opportunities to its students, including
master’s-level courses, master’s by research courses and PhD studies.
At AiPT we integrate research with education to generate and advance
knowledge in photonics and to translate scientific breakthroughs into
technology with industrial, economic and societal impact. Our MSc
and PhD programmes are designed to provide modern industry with
a highly-qualified workforce by training a new generation of creative,
entrepreneurial and innovative researchers, able to face current and
future changes and to convert knowledge and ideas into products
and services for economic and social benefit. The Institute comprises
a mixture of theoreticians, modellers and experimentalists working
together in its outstanding facilities and infrastructure housed in more
than 30 laboratories covering 1500 square metres, since 2018. Being
an active member of a range of European funding schemes, AiPT is
currently running different cohort-based training activities such as
early-career (Erasmus EMJMD programmes SMARTNET and PIXNET,
ETN and EID projects) and established-career (individual fellowships)
researcher development, international collaborative projects (Horizon
2020) and direct industry contracts. Thus, AiPT is recognised as a centre
of excellence in photonics, with global international visibility, and is a
beacon of photonic learning and public outreach activities, making it
among the top-ranked academic photonic centres in the world.
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Erasmus Mundus Joint
Master Degree Projects
SMARTNET and PIXNET
SMARTNET and PIXNET are two prestigious five-year Erasmus Mundus Joint
Master Degree programmes in 5G and photonic technologies, led by Dr.
Stylianos Sygletos and Prof. Sergei K. Turitsyn. The programmes are delivered
by an international consortium of top-level higher educational institutions.
More than 500 applicants have applied since their beginning in 2018 and more
than 60 candidates have been admitted in total. The first intake is about to
complete with success and the second intake is in the middle of the two-year
schedule. The third intake will enrol in September 2020.

SMARTNET
(Smart Telecom and Sensing Networks)
Total budget: €4m, Aston part ~€1.6m.
Coordinated by AiPT (Dr. S. Sygletos, Prof. S. Turitsyn, Tetyana Gordienko) and
including Université Paris-Saclay (Telecom SudParis and Telecom ParisTech) and
University of Athens, the programme aims at the
education of MSc students in the inter-disciplinary
fields of photonic and 5G wireless technologies
for data communication, sensing and big data
processing. Industrial partners of SMARTNET include
Airbus, Alcatel-Lucent, Orange, Network Rail, Coriant
(former Siemens Optical Networks) and 14 other large
companies and SMEs.

MSc courses in
SMARTNET and PIXNET
MSc Smart Telecom and Sensing Networks (SMARTNET)
Programme Overview: SMARTNET is a two-year (120 ECTS) joint master`s degree programme
supported by European Union funding and provided by three universities (Aston, Telecom SudParis
and University of Athens) of distinctive and complementary academic qualities and strong educational
and research traditions. Its training programme is based on well-defined mobility paths designed to
award multiple degrees depending on the chosen curriculum.
Curriculum and Mobility: Incoming students may start from any of the three institutions where
they will spend the first two semesters and receive the core part of their training. The third semester
will be carried out in a different institution and will include specialisation courses that enhance the
interdisciplinarity of the offered degree. During the fourth semester students will conduct an individual
project and report on an MSc thesis.
Admission may be granted to applicants who meet the following minimum common criteria:

PIXNET
(Photonic Integrated Circuits, Sensors and Networks)

n

A bachelor`s degree (of at least 180 ECTS) in one of the following fields: telecommunications,
electronic or electrical engineering, computer science, physics, mathematics, or similar

n

Cumulated Grade Point Average (CGPA) of at least 75% of the scale maximum

n

Advanced English language skills that correspond to at least level C1 of the Common European
Framework of Reference

Total budget: €3.684m, Aston part ~€0.8m.
Coordinated by Scuola Superiore Sant’ Anna (Pisa, Italy) and including Aston
University, Technische University Eindhoven and Osaka University, this programme
aims at the education of MSc students in design, implementation and application of
innovative integrated devices based on photonic technologies. Industrial partners of
PIXNET include Ericsson KDDI R&D Laboratories
(Japan) and 17 other companies.
Assoc. Prof.
Stylianos Sygletos,
Programme Director

Prof. Sergei K. Turitsyn,
Programme Coordinator

Why should students choose the SMARTNET course?
n

To study one of engineering’s key multidisciplinary areas of the future

n

To develop the skills and knowledge to contribute to the development of a 5G network infrastructure

n

As part of the Erasmus Mundus programme, students graduate with two full MSc qualifications

n

To benefit from close relationships with 19 industrial partners

Contacts:

Tetyana Gordienko,
Project Administrator

n

www.smartnet.astonphotonics.uk

n

aipt_smartnet@aston.ac.uk

Mobility paths of the SMARTNET programme

SMARTNET and PIXNET programmes have received funding from
Erasmus+ Programme of the European Union
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MSc Photonic Integrated Circuits,
Sensors and Networks (PIXNET)
Programme Overview: PIXNET is a two-year Erasmus Mundus Joint Master Degree programme
supported by European Union funding. It is focused on offering high-quality training in photonic
integration for communication, sensing and switching.
Core Modules: Students are able to choose from six different mobility paths involving two or three
universities: Scuola Superiore Sant’ Anna (Pisa, Italy), Aston University (Birmingham, UK), Technische
University Eindhoven (Netherlands) and Osaka University (Japan).
Why should students choose the PIXNET course?
n

To receive high-quality training, specialising in photonic integration for communication, sensing
and switching

n

As part of the Erasmus Mundus programme, students graduate with two full MSc qualifications

n

The strong involvement of industrial partners in the programme will offer students the opportunity
to bridge the gap between your academic knowledge and practical application

n

Students will be encouraged to carry out a number of industrial visits to enhance their MSc project

Contacts:
n

www. smartnet.astonphotonics.uk

n

aipt.pixnet@aston.ac.uk

Students’ Experience
SMARTNET and PIXNET students are delighted by the obtained educational experience. They
appreciate their exposure to the deep and diverse knowledge offered by the different universities,
and for the opportunity to travel around the world. Both programmes focus on scientific and soft skills
development, personal growth and multicultural awareness, and of course, participants may obtain
a double MSc degree in a “hot” technological area. All of this makes them unique and exceptional.
AiPT and Aston University prepare special activities for the students. When participants first arrive,
they have a preparation week which is called Freshers’ Week. During this time new-to-the-university
students have meetings and on-campus tours; they also receive all necessary help with the
enrolment. During the learning period students take part in additional workshops and training, such
as careers planning and lab safety training. Students also have the opportunity to become involved
in the outreach of AiPT.
Leading academics and professionals are invited into the SMARTNET and PIXNET programmes
as guest lecturers. The purpose of their visit may vary from teaching and sharing knowledge with
the students to performing research and developing a partnership with the host institution (e.g.
working on joint articles, developing ongoing projects, strengthening the SMARTNET networking by
identifying new ways of collaboration, etc.). Nowadays, in the situation of coronavirus, invited scholars
are able to deliver their lectures online.

Erasmus Master on Innovative Microwave
Electronics and Optics (EMIMEO)
Course Overview

Course Details

Starting from September 2019, EMIMEO is a two-year
Erasmus Mundus Joint Master Degree programme supported
by European Union funding. EMIMEO offers a programme
centred on microwave engineering and photonic technologies,
ensuring that students acquire advanced and cross-disciplinary
expertise. Offered jointly by four universities (University of
Limoges, Aston University, University of Brescia, and University
of the Basque Country), students will benefit from distinctive and
complementary academic qualities and strong educational and
research environments. Together with the industrial partners,
including SMEs and big companies, the EMIMEO consortium
aims at building the best training on offer for future engineers and
researchers in microwave electronics and photonics.

As a student of the collaborative EMIMEO programme, you will be
able to choose from four different pathways that will include study
in two or three programme universities. The EMIMEO consortium
releases multiple degrees and recognises any teaching module
attended in other institutions of the consortium. You will receive
the diploma from each institution in which you will have spent
at least one semester of study. Aston will issue the MSc degree
in Communication Systems and Wireless Networking. Receive
cutting-edge training in the key fields of microwave engineering,
specialised microwave electronics and photonics technologies. As
part of the Erasmus Mundus programme, graduate with two or
three full MSc qualifications. Benefit from close relationships with
15 industrial partners.
The first students will spend their mobility at Aston in 2020/21.

SMARTNET and PIXNET students at the Aston University campus during Freshers’ Week
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Aston University covers the following courses in the EMIMEO
programme:
n

Digital Communication and Information Theory (15 UK credits)

n

Radio Systems and Personal Communication (15 UK credits)

n

5G Signal Processing (UK credits 15)

n

Project Management (UK credits 15)

n

Machine Learning

n

Optical Communications System (3 ECTS)

n

Mobile Data Networks (3 ECTS)

n

Broadband Wireless Networks

n

Internet of Things

Contacts:
n

http://www.erasmus-master.emimeo.eu/

n

https://www.facebook.com/EMIMEO.EU/

n

emimeo-consortium@unilim.fr

Erasmus SMARTNET and PIXNET students attending a lecture on Machine Learning by Dr. Stylianos Sygletos, Aston University, UK
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PhD Students and Projects
Mr. Abdallah A.I.Ali

Mr. Nasir Garba Bello

Mr. Vladislav Neskorniuk

Ms. Anastasiia Vasylchenkova

Kerr Non-linearity in optical
communication systems
Prof. Andrew Ellis
Viva defence date: 18th May 2020

Development of a compact, tunable,
room temperature all quantum dot
terahertz generation system
Prof. Edik Rafailov and Prof. Sergei K. Turitsyn

Mr. Mahmood Abu Romoh

Ms. Gabriella Gardosi

Machine-learning-based
nonlinearity mitigation in fiberoptic communication systems
Prof. Sergei K. Turitsyn and
Dr. Yaroslav Prilepsky

Digital converters for next generation
of optical transceivers
Prof. Wladek Forysiak, Dr. Paul Harper
and Prof. Sergei K. Turitsyn

Slow-Cooked SNAP microresonators
Prof. Misha Sumetsky

Nonlinear Fourier Transform In Application
To Long-Haul Optical Communications
Prof. Sergei K. Turitsyn, Dr. Yaroslav
Prilepskiy, Dr. Sotos Generalisa
and Dr. Amit Chattopadhyay
Viva defence date: 23rd April 2020

Mr. Mike Anderson
Researching the role of Field
programmable gate arrays (FPGA´s)
in the design and manufacturing of
Super Channels Transceivers
Prof. Wladek Forysiak

Mr. Peiyun Cheng
Ultrafast fiber laser based on materials
and special fiber structures
Prof. Sergei K. Turitsyn

Mr. Aleksandr Donodin

Research students
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Mr. Chandra Gaur
Telecom Applications of Fiber
Optic Parametric Amplifiers
Prof. Nick Doran

Mr. Pratim Hazarika
Ultra-Broadband Raman amplifiers
for wideband optical networks
Prof. Wladek Forysiak

Mr. Mohammad Hosseini
Novel digital signal processing
techniques for nonlinear fibre systems
Prof. Sergei K. Turitsyn and
Dr. Yaroslav Prilepsky

Ms. Karina Nurlybayeva
Machine learning in application
of Optical communication
Prof. Sergei K. Turitsyn and
Dr. Stylianos Sygletos

Mr. Sajid Zaki

Ms. Ray Paulami

Ms. Marie Zandi

Advanced semiconductor nonlinear
crystals for the generation of Mid-IR
light in broad wavelength ranges
Dr. Natalia Bazieva and Prof. Edik Rafailov

Novel concepts in laser detection
Prof. Kate Sugden

Ms. Namita Sahoo
Advanced Fibre Gratings Extending to
Visible and Mid-IR and Applications for Food
Quality Control Environment Monitoring
Prof. Lin Zhang

Mr. Pavel Skvortcov

Bismuth-doped ultrabroadband fibre amplifier
Prof. Sergei K. Turitsyn

Mr. Igor Kudelin

Mr. Pedro Freire De
Carvalho Sourza

Ultrafast fibre laser based gyroscopes
Dr. Srikanth Sugavanam

Optical communication systems for
metropolitan area network applications
Prof. Wladek Forysiak

Ms. Yang Lu

Ms. Victor Vassiliev

Machine Learning Techniques
for nonlinearity mitigation
Prof. Sergei K. Turitsyn and
Dr. Yaroslav Prilepsky

Calibration Phantoms for Optical
Coherence Tomography
Prof. Kate Sugden

SNAP devices with enhanced impedancematched transmission bandwidth
Prof. Misha Sumetsky and Dr. Sonia Boscolo.

Frequency comb generation in a micro
resonator using the Surface Nanoscale
Axial Photonics platform (SNAP)
Prof. Misha Sumetsky and Assoc.
Prof. Sergey Sergeyev
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Anastasiia Vasylchenkova
My name is Anastasiia, and I am finishing my PhD degree at AiPT, under
supervision of Prof. Sergei K. Turitsyn and Dr. Yaroslav Prylepskiy from
AiPT and Dr. Amit Chattopadhyay and Dr. Sotos Generalis from System
Analysis Research Institute.
My PhD position at AiPT is within the Nonlinear Fourier Transform research group. The project I am
working on now is addressing the development of new advanced methods for nonlinearity mitigation
in optical fibres. Our goal is to increase the capacity of optical communication systems, to satisfy
worldwide data traffic demands. However, higher capacity systems require higher power signals
inducing nonlinear effect, which spoil the received information. We are developing the nonlinear
Fourier transform approach, which utilises the nonlinearity of the optical fibre as a part of the model.
Within this model, the optical signal can be decomposed to the effectively decoupled “nonlinear”
modes, which are not interacting, while the signal is propagating in the fibre. The main challenges of
this research are to make the processing algorithms sufficiently fast, despite the fact that they involve
advance mathematics; also, we need to overcome high signal sampling requirements, to be able to
compete with the currently achievable data rates. Another challenge is to get rid of the effective noise
affecting the nonlinear modes during the signal propagation.
In this area, we have achieved results widely acknowledged in the community in designing the
periodic nonlinear Fourier transform communication systems, employing the solution of the RiemannHilbert problem.

Gabriella Gardosi
During my study at AiPT, I have been involved in the organisation work on the professional development
of public outreach, leading for two years (in the roles of VP and President) the Aston University OSA/
SPIE Student Chapter. In this position, with the board of the Chapter Officers, we have arranged and
supported tens of invited lecturers, workshops and outreach activities with local schools. Beyond
my research work in photonics, I am actively working in the educational sector, being, above all, the
UK representative of the Organising Committee of the International Physicists’ Tournament. In this role,
I am working in arranging the educational contest in solving research-oriented tasks, presenting and
defending the research-work results in a competitive way. This event is widely appreciated for social and
educational value, especially in preparing the next generation of talented researchers in physics.

Awards:
n

Best Paper award at the International Conference on Optical Communication Systems, Prague, Czech Rep, with the paper “Noiseinduced signal corruption in nonlinear Fourier-based optical transmission system in the presence of discrete eigenvalues” (July 2019).

Other Key Publications:
n

M. Kamalian, A. Vasylchenkova, D. Shepelsky, J. E. Prilepsky, and S. K. Turitsyn, Full-spectrum periodic nonlinear Fourier transform
optical communication through solving the Riemann-Hilbert problem, accepted to Journal of Lightwave Technology (2020).

n

D. Shepelsky, A. Vasylchenkova, J. E. Prilepsky, and I. Karpenko, Nonlinear Fourier spectrum characterization of time-limited
signals, accepted to IEEE Transactions on Communications (2020).

n

M. Kamalian, A. Vasylchenkova, D. Shepelsky, J. E. Prilepsky and S. K. Turitsyn, Signal modulation and processing in nonlinear
fibre channels by employing the Riemann–Hilbert problem, in Journal of Lightwave Technology, 36 (24), 5714-5727 (2018).

I am actively working in the educational sector, being, above
all, the UK representative of the Organising Committee
of the International Physicists’ Tournament

Whilst studying my BSc Applied Physics at Aston undergraduate degree
I took an AiPT research placement with the SNAP (Surface nanoscale
axial photonics) group resulting in co-authoring two papers, an invited
talk at SPIE Photonics Europe conference and winning the best student
conference paper. I am now a 2nd year PhD student with the same
research group under the supervision of Prof. Misha Sumetsky.
In 2018 I founded a student society to support diversity and inclusion for women in engineering,
science and technology (WEST). I often draw on support and welcome collaborations from
colleagues at AiPT to put on events for students. This year that included a STEM networking event
during International Women’s week.
I research ultra-sensitive whispering-gallery mode (WGM) resonators on the SNAP platform for
applications in optofluidic sensing and quantum computing. The unprecedented fabrication precision
and sensitivity of this platform is cutting edge technology and exciting to develop.

Apart from the contributions that this could have to physical chemistry, it is a new fabrication
technique for SNAP resonators with the potential to improve accuracy up to 100 times better than
our current methods.
AiPT has been a great source of knowledge for developing my understanding of my project, for the WEST
society and generally navigating my PhD. I have had numerous conversations in the shared lounge with
international researchers to firm up my understanding about concepts over lunch or tea, from chemistry
to mining the literature effectively to the physics behind a cup of tea! Since being in lockdown, I miss
the shared jokes, the passion for science and collaborative atmosphere in AiPT corridors and shared
spaces. Despite being apart from my colleagues at this time I still sense the rallying support between
us all with regular meetings both with my own research group and across AiPT.

Key Publications in 2019:
n

G. Gardosi, Y. Yang, and M. Sumetsky, “Slow cooking of SNAP microresonators,” in Conference on Lasers and Electro-Optics,
OSA Technical Digest (2019)

We recently discovered these WGMs can evanescently heat water that is filled into a hollow fibre. After
a few hours of heating I can initiate hydrolysis of the silica fibre. This silica-water reaction is extremely
slow and using other methods can take days, sometimes years to obtain results.

AiPT has been a great source of knowledge for
developing my understanding of my project
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Pavel Skvortcov

Yang Lu

I am a final year PhD candidate at Aston Institute of Photonic
Technologies (AiPT) working in the field of fibre-optic communications
under supervision of Prof. Wladek Forysiak. Before joining AiPT, I
obtained a strong grounding in applied physics and mathematics during
my studies at Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology (MIPT). Also, I
had two years of industrial experience working in R&D in Russian leading
company “T8”.
My main research interests are related to the development of modern fibre-optic communications:
advanced digital signal processing, advanced coded modulation, transceiver optimization and highspeed transmission.
Digital coherent technology is now mainstream in high-performance, long-distance fibre-optic
communication systems, but significant research is needed to enable scaling towards future support
of terabit/s transceivers. My PhD project “Optical Communication Systems for Metropolitan Area
Network Applications” is a part of the EPSRC project “Towards Manufacturing of Massive WDM
Metro” (ToM3). It aims to investigate technologies, architecture and manufacturing needs of modern

high-speed digital coherent transceivers for metro area applications in order to improve yield and
performance of the transmission system.

I joined AiPT in 2017, pursuing my PhD degree under the supervision of
Prof. Kate Sugden and Dr. Vladimir Mezentsev.

In particular, the project covers aspects of transceiver optimisation and impairments compensation
by utilising on-board digital signal processing, as well as advanced coded modulation techniques.

My main research interests are related to the femtosecond laser inscription, optical coherence
tomography (OCT) and OCT calibration phantom fabrication. I am currently working on the
femtosecond laser inscription optimisation for the fabrication of OCT phantoms and the applications
of the OCT phantoms. In particular, where the phantom can be used as a calibration tool to validate
post-processing algorithms used to correct image distortion caused by the OCT system. This
research work is critical and essential to OCT systems and their application in medicine which has
experienced rapid development since the early 1990s. Present research work carried out in AiPT
on the OCT calibration phantom is promising and is becoming a commercial product with more
comprehensive tests on different OCT systems.

During my PhD programme I had a half-year industrial internship at Mitsubishi Electric Research
Laboratory (MERL) in Boston, MA, USA. It gave me an excellent opportunity to work with world-leading
experts in the field, gain knowledge and produce new research ideas. My research at MERL was
focused on advanced coded modulation, probabilistic constellation shaping and nonlinear system
performance optimisation. This work resulted in multiple publications and ongoing collaboration
between AiPT and MERL.

Key publications:
n

P. Skvortcov, I. Phillips, and W. Forysiak, “Transmitter I/Q cross-talk post-compensation using receiver DSP”, European
Conference on Optical Communication (ECOC), 2019

n

P. Skvortcov, C. Sanchez-Costa, I. Phillips, and W. Forysiak, “Receiver DSP highly tolerant to transmitter IQ impairments”, Optical
Fiber Communication (OFC) Conference, 2019

Investigate technologies, architecture and manufacturing needs of modern
high-speed digital coherent transceivers for metro area applications in
order to improve yield and performance of the transmission system

DSP structure
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Probabilistically-shaped constellation

Uniform constellation

Personally, I really enjoy my time at AiPT as I get a lot of support from other colleagues, senior
researchers and academic staff. I have also joined the student research student chapters (SPIE
and OSA), where I have worked with other student officers and members to create a student-led
community where we can share our knowledge and network with others.
I would like to thank AiPT and my supervisors that support me attending international conferences of
which allow me to present my research work in front of a wider research community.

Key Publications in 2019 – 2020:
n

Lu, Yang, Neil Gordon, Benjamin Coldrick, Izzati Ibrahim, Vladimir Mezentsev, David Robinson, and Kate Sugden. “Femtosecond
laser inscribed advanced calibration phantom for optical coherence tomography (OCT).” In Advanced Fabrication Technologies
for Micro/Nano Optics and Photonics XIII, vol. 11292, p. 1129205. International Society for Optics and Photonics, 2020.

I also have the opportunity to work in industry during my PhD studies as my PhD project is cofunded by both the university and the industrial partner (Arden Photonics Ltd.). Through working in the
industry, I have learnt a lot of practical skills such as project management, effective communication
and problem-solving.

I have learnt a lot of practical skills such as project management,
effective communication and problem-solving

Femtosecond-laser
calibration phantom

inscribed

OCT

Phantom validation under the OCT system
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Doctoral Theses Awarded
in 2018 – 2020:
Student's Name

Supervisor

Award Date

Mr. Mohammad Al-Khateeb

Prof. Andrew Ellis

June 2018

Mr. Hani Kbashi

Dr. Sergey Sergeyev

June 2018

Mr. Vladimir Gordienko

Prof. Nick Doran

September 2018

Mr. Mohammed Al Araimi

Dr. Alex Rozhin

September 2018

Mr. Morteza Kamalian Kopae

Prof. Sergei Turitsyn

January 2019

Ms. Tingting Zhang

Prof. Andrew Ellis

January 2020

Mr. Teerawat Piromjitpong

Dr. Sonia Boscolo

February 2020

Mr. Michal Zubel

Prof. Kate Sugden

February 2020
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Community

AGRI Project Overview
The AGRI project (Agri-tech Growth and Resources for Innovation) has
been funded by the European Regional Development Fund receiving £1.2
million in funding towards the overall project cost of £2.1 million.

Industrial Collaboration
AiPT contributes to improvement of regional economic and innovation
performance through engagement with large, medium and small
businesses across the West Midlands and helps them to develop
new capabilities, products and services. We welcome collaboration
opportunities with industry around the UK and worldwide.
Contact: Dr. Kaiming Zhou, Head of AiPT Industrial outreach Laboratory,
k.zhou@aston.ac.uk

The project was co-delivered in partnership between Harper Adams University and the team from
the AiPT, Aston University in the Marches Local Economic Partnership area covering Shropshire and
Herefordshire and has been developed to address identified barriers to innovation and growth in the
agri-food industry by providing an innovation support service focused on companies involved with
agri-tech, food and drink manufacturing and logistics. The timeframe for the project delivery was
from March 2017 to February 2020 with the project successfully supporting 85 small and medium
enterprises.
The support was provided a combination of workshops and one-to-one business advice, which
included assistance with technology development and the development of technology applications.
It also facilitated the development of a network for peer advice and SME collaboration with seven
workshop events facilitated at a number of venues across the Marches area in collaboration with
a number of regional support agencies and specialist private sector companies in areas such as
robotics, IP management, legal and tax advice.
The 85 companies engaged on the project all received one-to-one support focused on their innovation
requirements, which were identified at initial diagnostic meetings and then further developed through
an innovation review and action plan to take the
ideas forward. Of these 85 companies, 22 went
on to receive further longer-term collaborative
support from Aston and Harper Adams University
in developing their innovations through to
prototype and market launch stages.

Schematic of the AGRI project business support model

The project is currently awaiting assessment on
a funding application to extend the innovation
support programme for a further three years.

Prof. David Webb delivering a presentation at an AGRI SME
workshop.
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Dr. Marco Della Gala delivering a supply chain management
presentation at an AGRI workshop.

Prof. David Webb in discussion with an AGRI SME company
during a workshop.
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ETICC and COVID-19 response
The COVID-19 pandemic had a huge effect on businesses, organisations and individuals worldwide. Aston
University premises, as well as the rest of the universities in the UK, were closed to students and staff at the
end of March 2020. The teaching process had to be quickly changed and delivered online. The majority of
Aston staff were able to work from home, thanks to the robust university IT infrastructure that was capable
of supporting both online learning process and remote working for all staff. The university managed to
minimise the number of Aston staff on furlough.

Enabling Technologies
The Enabling Technologies & Innovation Competences Challenge Project
is a three-year long £2.8m project, part-funded by the European Regional
Development Fund (ERDF). The ETICC project started in August 2018
and is running until 31st July 2021. The Project aims to solve a range of
innovation challenges by supporting 129 small and medium businesses
from Greater Birmingham and Solihull and Black Country Local Economic
Partnership areas.

Examples of the funded support available to businesses include: product design, engineering
analysis, electronics development, new product planning and development, product assessment,
market research, technical feasibility, engineering prototyping, photonics and electronics technology
integration, advanced manufacturing using lasers, photonics and materials knowledge transfer
workshops, photonic sensor development and adaption, concept generation, novel lasers and
optical tools development, polymer design and fabrication and material characterisation, broad range
of analysis, for example: mechanical strength, nanoscale features and defects, molecular analysis,
thermal behaviour, etc.

“Ariise Ltd is a start-up company that is focused on designing, developing and producing
innovative materials. Our main purpose is to turn recycled paper into high-quality materials. The
Enabling Technologies & Innovation Competences Challenge Project has been very supportive
and instrumental in helping us to achieve our goal. The ETICC project has specialist expertise
which supported us at every step of the project. Due to their help and support our organisation
is now in a position to take our product to the next step.” Fabion Wasarirevu, Founder of Ariise Ltd.

The main key areas of project activity are:
Photonics (science and technology of light)

n

Advanced manufacturing and engineering

n

Industrial biotechnology

n

Nanotechnology

n

Advanced materials

n

Micro / nanoelectronics

n

Digital technologies

n

Data and system integration
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It is difficult to predict how the demand for project support amongst Birmingham and Black Country
businesses may change in the next few months; however, the project team is very enthusiastic
about being able to support and deliver value to businesses in this challenging circumstances and
to improve the West Midland`s innovation capabilities over the next 12 months before project ends
in July 2021.

Business engagement strategy for the project
had to change: instead of more traditional
conference-style business engagement events
the team developed and delivered a number of
online workshops on photonics technologies, AI,
business process data analysis and sustainability.
Despite the social and economic effects of
COVID-19 and the expected dip in demand for
the project support, many businesses used the
lockdown period as an opportunity to focus on R&D
and strengthen their innovation capabilities. In the
three months between April and June 2020 support
was provided to 30 businesses. In comparison, in
the previous period, Q1 2020, the project supported
only half of that number of businesses.

The project is designed to help reduce key barriers to innovation for small and medium businesses - those
being lack of time, resources and staff. Through provision of expert advice in photonics technologies,
materials research and computer science, the ETICC project helps businesses develop competence
to innovate and develop new products and services. By the end of March 2020 the project had already
assisted 50 businesses, providing them with one-on-one consultancy, advice and opportunity to use
Aston Institute of Photonics and Aston Institute of Materials Research laboratories and equipment.

n

With project equipment and laboratories being
temporarily unavailable as part of the project offer
during the COVID-19 quarantine, the team had to
quickly adjust to working as a distributed team and
ensure that the project is still delivering value to
Birmingham and Black-Country-based businesses.
All project activities were delivered remotely, via
online meetings and telephone consultations.

Weekly project team meetings included industry participants from different sectors and organisations,
including both, SMEs and large companies, thus helping the team to stay abreast with the fast-paced
changes happening in the industry and individual businesses during April-July 2020. The project
worked collaboratively with other ERDF projects, stakeholders and intermediaries to help SMEs to
get the best out of the business support available in the region.

Delivery team meetings included more industry guests and
business updates

Project team assisted companies developing
technologies to aid COVID19 mitigation and recovery
in various sectors - for example, UV disinfection,
drone technology and other. A number of applications
were successful and were awarded funding for
development of technology to combat coronavirus.
Newly-developed portable laser demonstration by Dr. Vladislav Dvoyrin

Community
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International Cooperation
AiPT develop and support broad international cooperation in multiple directions:

The Wolfson Centre of Excellence
AiPT has established a Wolfson Centre for Photonics for Food and Agritech funded by the Wolfson Foundation £500,000 equipment grant.
The centre is led by Prof. Sergei Turitsyn and Prof. David Webb, and it
focuses efforts of AiPT in the emerging field of application of photonic
technologies in the food industry and agri-tech. This area is one of the
strategic emerging research directions of AiPT. In making this award, the
Wolfson Foundation acknowledged photonics research at Aston to be
world leading. Andrew Harris, Executive Director of Campaigns at Aston
University, has played a critical role in facilitating this grant application
and award.
The initial research of the new centre is focused on food packaging, mid-IR /near-IR fibre optical
sensors for measurement of nutrient constituents in food, optical fibre sensors with coated nano
materials for measurement of concentration of glucose and development of technologies to monitor
concentrations of micro and nano plastics in water. In addition to undertaking research, the centre
has a strong commitment to promoting the take-up of photonics technologies by industry in the agrisector, supported by ERDF funding. In 2019, as a part of the activities of the new centre, AiPT became
a member of the UK Science and Technology Facilities Council Food Network+ (SFN+).
The Wolfson Foundation awards grants to support and promote excellence in the fields of science
and medicine, the arts and humanities, education and health and disability. The majority of grants
from the Wolfson are for capital infrastructure, i.e. buildings (new build and refurbishment) and
equipment. The aim of the foundation is to promote ‘excellence’ in each category/field they fund and
their decision-making is rigorous, with funding being provided on the basis of expert peer review.
The Wolfson Foundation website: https://www.wolfson.org.uk
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n

Grant award success with different funding bodies

n

Publications in leading international peer-reviewed journals

n

Partnership with leading research centres and Universities all over the world

n

Participation at major international scientific conferences, workshops and summer schools

n

Attraction of the best researchers and students

n

Newton Fund Institutional Links with Indonesia

Newton Fund Institutional Links Research Project with Indonesia 2018 – 2020
“Fibre optic sensor for food safety applications” is a Newton Fund
Institutional Links research project that has been developed in collaboration
with Airlangga University in Indonesia from 2018 to 2020. The aim of the
project was to develop fibre-based optical sensors for efficient detection
of formalin (a solution of formaldehyde in water) in food. Formalin is a
highly toxic and cancerous chemical substance that is illegally added by
rouge trades to fish, meat, milk and other kinds of food samples in order
to make them look fresh for a long time even when they are not anymore.
This illegal practice is extremely dangerous, can cause serious damage to
the population and constitutes a social challenge in Indonesia. Photonics
could provide faster and cheaper detection methods, compared to
existing techniques in chemistry, suitable for
measurements in the field.

Furthermore, the project has enabled reciprocal research visits and fruitful knowledge transfer
between UK and Indonesian institutions including: Airlangga’s researchers attending a workshop at
Aston; Aston academics delivering lectures and tutorials on photonics to Airlangga University students
and speaking at a local conference; and the visit of the delegation of Ristekdikti (the Indonesian
Ministry for Research and Technology) and of the Indonesian British Council to Aston University in
December 2019.
Most importantly this project constitutes the starting point for future strong research and educational
relations between Aston and Airlangga University and other Indonesian institutions.

The project’s PIs are Prof. S. K. Turitsyn at AiPT and Prof. M.
Yasin at Airlangga. Dr. A. M. Perego and Dr. H. Kbashi from
AiPT and Dr. A. Zaidan and Dr. N. Irawati from Airlangga
University are the postdoc researchers who have been involved
in the research.
Optical methods such as light scattering and fluorescence have
been tested for non-invasive and agile detection of formaldehyde
in food in experiments carried out both in the UK and Indonesia.
The project has led, so far, to one journal paper publication in
Optical Fiber Technology and more papers are in the pipeline.

Dr. Auro Perego from AiPT Delivering a lecture on modulation
instability and solitons in optical fibre, at Airlangga University,
October 2019

AiPT members welcoming a delegation from Ristekdikti and
British Council Indonesia

International Cooperation
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List of Seminars
in 2019 – 2020
The AiPT team runs a series of scientific seminars
covering a big range of topics, from experimental
and theoretical problems of photonics to industrial
applications.
In 2019 AiPT hosted academic
seminars for non-AiPT researchers to exchange
ideas about state-of-the-art research in photonics,
machine learning, optical communication, etc. All
seminars in AiPT are open to a wider public.

List of Seminars in 2019 – 2020:
Prof. Mikhail I. Kolobov, Laboratoire PhLAM, Université de Lille, France
Temporal imaging with squeezed light

Prof. Alexander Giles Davies, Professor of Electronic and Photonic
Engineering and Pro-Dean for Research and Innovation for the Faculty of
Engineering, University of Leeds
Terahertz technology: from devices to applications

Prof. Arthur Lowery, Monash University, Australia
The Marriage of Electronics and Photonics: Any Children?

Prof. Hui Cao, Dept. of Applied Physics, Yale University
Controlling light propagation in multimode fibers

Mr. Alexey Kokhanovskiy, NSU, Russia
Machine learning based characterisation of dissipative solitons

Dr. Irina V. Larina, PhD, Associate Professor, Molecular Physiology and
Biophysics, Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, USA
Shining light at development

Dr. Konstantin Gorbachenya, Project Manager,
Department, SOLARLS JSC (Minsk, Belarus)

Laser

Systems

High-power solid state lasers and laser systems

Dr. Antonio Napoli, Project Coordinator and Leader, Advanced Research
Topics, OIF Representative at Infinera Germany
The Achievable Capacity of Multi-band Transmission Systems Using ITU-T G.652.D Optical Fibers

Prof. Jayavel Ramasamy, Crystal Growth Centre, Anna University, India
Prof. John Dudley giving a
seminar at Aston University
on “Unexpected Ultrafast
- Extreme Light, the Nobel
Prize and the History of
Nonlinear Science”.

Semi-organic Non-linear Optical Crystals for Second Harmonic Generation and Frequency
Conversion Applications

Prof. Mircea Guina, Tampere University of Technology

Dr. Tatiana Novikova, École Polytechnique, Institut Polytechnique de
Paris, Palaiseau, France
Polarimetric imaging as Ariadne’s thread towards optical biopsy and metrology

Dr. Andrei Kabashin, French National Center for Scientific Research
(CNRS) and Aix-Marseille University, Marseille (France)
Laser ablative access to the synthesis of new functional nanomaterials for biomedical applications

Dr. Alessia Pasquazi, Reader in Physics at the University of Sussex
Microcombs Based on Laser Cavity Solitons

Dr. Alexander Doronin, Victoria University of Wellington, School of
Engineering and Computer Science, Wellington, New Zealand

Advances in MBE-based optoelectronics technology - bridging material science to applications

Simulations of light interaction with translucent materials and their applications in Computer Graphics,
Biomedical Imaging and Artificial

Prof. John Dudley, Université Bourgogne Franche-Comté and CNRS
Institute FEMTO-ST, France

Vyacheslav (Slava) Kalchenko, PhD, MD, Fellow of Royal Microscopical
Society, Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel

Unexpected Ultrafast - Extreme Light, the Nobel Prize and the History of Nonlinear Science

Mr. Alexander Legant, Manager EMEA, Nanoscribe GmbH
Photonic Professional GT2: Highest resolution 3D printing in research and prototyping
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Dr. Andrei Kabashin is giving a talk to the AiPT team on “Laser ablative access to the synthesis of new functional nanomaterials for
biomedical applications”.

Dynamic Light Scattering for non-invasive diagnosis of blood flow and blood microcirculation

Prof. Stefano Trillo, University of Ferrara, Italy
Modulational instability beyond the growth stage: the present understanding

List of Seminars in 2019 – 2020
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AiPT annual Conference and
Christmas Celebration 2019

REAL-NET and
WON Workshop

In December 2019 AiPT organised its Annual Research Conference
where academics presented their groups and current research projects.
The event was followed by the Christmas celebration 2019 with a pub
quiz, AiPT´s Got Talent, Xmas Foosball tournament and other activities.

On 26th February 2020 two Horizon 2020 Innovative Training Network
projects, EID REAL-NET and ETN WON, coordinated by AiPT, jointly
organised their first technical workshop at Aston University, UK. The
workshop comprised one day-long meeting where work package
leaders from both projects, industrial partners, external speakers
and early-stage researchers presented their scientific technical
presentations. The workshop provided an opportunity to discuss
the scientific progress within the projects and the future directions
of work. It also brought together leading researchers in the fields
of optical transmission systems and fibre communication:

The first REAL-NET and WON workshop attendees.

Prof. Wladek Forysiak welcomes attendees at the workshop

REAL-NET and WON attendees

n

Dr. Lidia Galdino, a Lecturer, Royal Academy of Engineering Research Fellow from University
College London (UCL) gave a talk titled “State of the art in digital coherent transmissions”.

n

Dr. Ian McClean, a product manager from II-VI Photonics presented a talk “State of the art in amplifiers”.

n

Prof. Andrew Lord, a Senior Manager of Optical Research at BT Group (British Telecom) talked
about “The future of optical fibre communications: an operator’s perspective”.

The workshop provided an opportunity to
discuss the scientific progress within the
projects and the future directions of work
Dr. Ian McClean and Prof. Wladek Forysiak
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Presentation by Prof. Andrew Lord from BT Group

AiPT Events
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Aston University campus

ITN Cross Workshop
on Transferable Skills

ETICC Project: Women,
Innovation, Technology &
Strength Event in March 2020

On 27th – 28th February 2020 AiPT hosted an intensive
workshop on Transferable Skills organised by ITN projects
coordinated by AiPT for the early-stage researchers from EID
FONTE, EID MOCCA, EID REAL-NET and ETN WON.

The Enabling Technologies & Innovation Competencies Project, partfunded from the European Regional Development Fund, has a number
of special conditions for its delivery that include sustainability and
support for sustainable development and equality and diversity.

15 hours of training covered 10 sessions during two days of the event. High calibre and engaging
speakers included Dr. Annmarie Hanlon (digital marketing) on engaging with social media; Stephen
Harris (Editor of “The Conversation”) on Writing for media, Dr.Rachel Won (editor of “Nature Photonics”)
on writing a great paper; Dr. Srikanth Sugavanam (MULTIPLY Programme Manager) on academic
writing, as well as on additional presentation on intellectual property, patenting and open access. Day
two was handed over entirely to Dr. Richard Fallon (The Marketing Engineer) on influencing, marketing
yourself, creating perfect presentations, networking and teamworking. The event was finished with a
fun and tasty evening at the Harborne Food School, cooking and eating an entire four-course Indian
meal in good company.

To support the equality and diversity theme the project team developed and hosted the Women,
Innovation, Technology & Strength event on Friday 6th March 2020, in collaboration with Shakti
Women, an organisation that focuses on support and empowerment of women and girls. The event
was timed for the International Women’s Day, and its aim was to tell the stories of different women to
inspire more women and girls to enter the engineering and technology fields.

Dr. Richard Fallon delivers communication skills training

Speakers shared stories based on events in their life, about ups and downs, and about what
encouraged them to follow their dreams. This event was also a learning and networking opportunity
designed by women for women. Attendees had chance to hear and learn from other successful and
like-minded women in business and science.
The event had a very positive audience feedback and generated five new leads for the ETICC project.

15 hours of training covered 10 sessions
during two days of the event

Social event of ITN projects FONTE, REAL-NET, MOCCA, and WON
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Focuses on support and empowerment
of women and girls

Stephen Harris gives a talk to attendees

AiPT Events
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Outreach

The Big Bang Fair 2019 (March 13th – 16th 2019)

Photonex Europe 2019, Coventry, UK, October 2019

AiPT OSA SPIE Chapter

The Big Bang UK Young Scientists & Engineers Fair is the largest celebration of science, technology
and engineering. It is a large annual event attracting thousands of students aged 11  15 for STEM
showcases exhibition. AiPT members, Anastasiia Vasylchenkova, Marina Pankratova and Oleksandr
Kotlyar, took part in the stand of Aston University in 2019, which was themed to STEM superheroes:
children were gaining super abilities in activities around the stand such as strength and levitation.

AiPT members reached out to industry as a part of the team representing the Aston Institute of
Photonic Technologies at the Photonex Europe 2019 exhibition event in Coventry, UK. Photonex is the
UK’s premier event dedicated to photonics, imaging and optical technologies from pure research to
development of bespoke advanced user solutions. Photonex brings the whole supply chain together
under one roof: supplier companies, consultants, industrial users, researchers, science groups and
innovative newcomers.

Members of the AiPT OSA SPIE student chapter, together with
Aston WEST, participated in the outreach event explaining optics to
undergraduate students and celebrated the International Women’s
week Speed Networking event to promote the student chapter.

Pic: AiPT members at Big Bang Fair 2019 (right to left): A. Vasylchenkova, M. Pankratova and O.Kotlyar

Pic: AiPT members at Photonex 2019, UK
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Christiane Doering-Saad, EID FONTE project manager,
giving a talk

Dr. Marina Pasini, EID REAL-NET project manager, giving
a talk

Outreach activity 24th February 2020
AiPT Project Mangers – Christiane Doering Saad (EID FONTE), Martina Pasini (EID REAL-NET)
and Felicita Tramontana (EID MOCCA) – led an outreach event to ERASMUS students in AiPT’s
SMARTNET and PIXNET Erasmus Mundus Joint Master Degres, explaining MSCA PhDs, how they
differ from ‘ordinary’ PhDs and how they can be found on the EU job portal EURAXESS. Attended by
students of both EMJMD programmes, the talk has also been made available to students not currently
at Aston University, thus reaching (once the cohorts are complete) about 150 master`s students.

Optics Demonstrations at Birmingham
Primary School, 14th February 2020
On 14th February 2020 AiPT members Aleksandr Donodin, Vladislav Neskorniuk, Gosia
Dzierdzikowska and Payal Baheti organised an outreach activity at Birmingham Primary School
(UK) during the School Careers Fair. They presented different demonstrations on light, optics and
photonics to the kids of the age of 10  11 and talked with them about engineering, physics and
science.

Pictured above: SMARTNET and PIXNET and AiPT project managers
Photo Credit: Dr. Srikanth Sugavanam
Demonstration of different light sources and optical phenomena using photonics outreach kits. Clockwise from top left: Green and red laser light leaving an acrylic prism; Coloured slit sources focused by a cylindrical lens; Demonstration of total internal reflection (TIR) - red
light is total-internally reflected; Artistic image of the coloured slit sources; Red and green lasers combined using TIR and made incident on a plastic grating, demonstrating wavelength dependence of diffraction orders
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We welcome collaboration opportunity
with academia, research institutes
and industry around the world.
Aston Institute of Photonic Technologies
Aston University
Aston Triangle
Birmingham
B4 7ET
UK
+44 121 204 5212
@AstonPhotonics
photonics@aston.ac.uk
aston.ac.uk/aipt

